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PART ONE

RAISING THE ROOF
1  RAISING THE ROOF

Jacob Rees-Mogg and Radomir Tylecote

Summary

- The United Kingdom’s housing costs are now among the highest on earth, the economic and social impacts severe. Since 1970, the average price of a house has risen four-and-a-half-fold after inflation. No other OECD country has experienced a price increase of this magnitude over this period. London is virtually the most expensive major city in the world for renting or buying a home (per square foot). People often avoid moving to work in productive sectors because nearby housing is too expensive. The proportion of Britons who need financial support for housing is almost unique.
- The 1947 Town and Country Planning Act put land use under unprecedented statutory control, and the resulting regulation has caused at least half the rise

1 This essay was originally published as a separate paper in July 2019. The authors are particularly grateful for the advice of John Myers of London Yimby, Nicholas Boys Smith at Create Streets, Robert Wickham and Keith Boyfield, as well as the Koch Prize–winning authors, many of whose ideas have contributed to this essay.
in house prices over the last generation. The ‘green belts’ the Act created have grown far beyond what was planned, more than doubling in size since the 1970s, taking in derelict and already developed land, leading to building on more attractive areas. The complex and bureaucratic planning system has favoured big housebuilding corporations over small builders. The resulting identikit estates have helped drive Nimbyism.

- Since the war, government has also centralised taxation. With 95 per cent of tax collected centrally, local authorities have little incentive to allow housebuilding in order to gain additional revenue from new residents.
- National-level taxes drive house prices higher: Stamp Duty hinders downsizing; tax on buy-to-let landlords increases rents; ‘Help to Buy’ has made it harder to buy, inflating demand and pushing up prices.
- Central government control over the housing market was intended to provide homes, preserve an attractive environment and enhance our cities. It has failed on every count. Radical action is needed to lower housing costs. This means allowing more homes to be built by removing fiscal and regulatory barriers that hinder supply.
- Tax distortions at national level should be reversed; then government can begin the process of tax devolution. For example, Stamp Duty could be cut to 2010 levels, simplified, and then devolved to local government; non-property Inheritance Tax should be cut to the level of property, and Capital Gains Tax
reduced on shares; discrimination against buy-to-let landlords should be ended.

- More government land can be used for housing. Reverse Compulsory Purchase Orders – effectively a new Right to Buy – would allow the private sector to demand its sale. In addition, a cabinet minister could be given responsibility for identifying and releasing state land.

- Where green belt land achieves none of its official purposes, it can be selectively reclassified, with a presumed right to development. Most green belt land should remain, however. This proposal should apply in particular to derelict or already developed sites. Green belt land near transport hubs should be a declassification priority, including Metropolitan Green Belt land within realistic walking distance of a railway station. The amount of green belt land needed is very small: just 3.9 per cent of London’s green belt is needed for one million homes.

- Permitted development rights for individual streets (in cities) or villages would see residents gain from building, as controlling local building lets people demand the styles that research shows they want (instead of tower blocks, for example). Residents of individual streets should have the right to vote to ‘extend or replace’ permitted development rights (for example by increasing the height of houses), subject to a design code they select. Letting urban streets densify and beautify will remove much public opposition to expanding the housing stock.
• Urban local authorities should allow light-touch ‘notification’ to give self-builds fast-track planning permission. Residents would build according to a style guide if one were applied by a local authority or street. Style guides created the beauty of Bath and Bloomsbury. There is no reason not to use them once more. No one has a monopoly on beauty, however. Style guides should be optional.

Introduction

It is no coincidence that the United Kingdom has both the most centralised planning system of any large country in the democratic world, and one of the worst housing crises in the democratic world. Quite simply, the central planning of housebuilding does not work.

Our country’s attempt to place housebuilding considerably under central state control since World War II, however well-intentioned, is, paradoxically, why the centre demands housebuilding and does not get it; it is why, when housing is built, it is so often disliked, leading to the Nimbyism that so befuddles Whitehall; and it is why, despite the business of housebuilding being so profitable, houses still go unbuilt. We build too few houses, which are too small, which people do not like, and which are in the wrong places.

This paper will describe a radical programme to cut the Gordian Knot that is our centralised planning system. When this is put into action, some of which can be done incrementally, the United Kingdom will be able to undo its almost uniquely severe housing crisis.
At first glance, our central proposition may seem counter-intuitive. Surely the central state is exactly the organisation that can ‘push through’ new housebuilding. In fact, since the end of World War II, by centralising almost all taxation and much decision-making from our local governments and localities – to a degree seen elsewhere only in socialist countries – it has thwarted the free market which could otherwise build the houses people actually want. Here, a socialist system has meant the usual socialist outcome: failure. Central government is responsible for most of the United Kingdom’s housing crisis.

We will discuss below how this came about after 1945, and how it can be solved. Before that, it is important to understand how serious our problem now is.

Our failure to build is often called our most serious economic problem. The evidence tells us that it is, in fact, a catastrophe. For over a generation, we have built houses at a lower rate than any other country with comparable data. Estimates suggest a shortfall below the desirable level of new-build housing of 2.5 million since 1992 (Cheshire 2018); since 1970, the average price of a house has risen four-and-a-half-fold after inflation, where the UK is again an outlier, with no other OECD country experiencing a price increase of this magnitude over the period (Niemietz 2016). In the 1970s, the average buyer needed under three gross annual salaries for a house. Now, before interest payments, this is over seven, also making the UK unique.

The housing costs Britons face are now among the highest in world, and this holds for house prices or rents, in absolute terms or relative to income. There is a shortage of
housing for first-time buyers, in the social housing sector, and in private accommodation (ibid.). We lack houses of every type.

**Figure 1  House prices in real terms, 1970–2012 (1970 = 100)**

The housing shortage is already a cause of inequality. We lack homes (among other buildings) near the best job markets especially. This is a particularly serious problem, because young people who would otherwise move to better jobs are often, understandably, simply not prepared to bear the costs of nearby housing, so those who would work in our most productive sectors choose less productive jobs elsewhere (Myers 2017). Britain’s economy is needlessly held back.

This also means Britons are increasingly barred from their own capital city. London is now virtually the most expensive major city in the world for renting or buying a
home (per square foot), although other cities in the UK are also extremely expensive by world standards. The impact of house prices on demand for housing benefit is also sadly predictable, with the proportion of our people needing financial support for housing costs almost unique among comparable countries, and the average cost of housing benefit now over £900 a year per household (Meakin 2015).

**Figure 2** Proportion of the population receiving financial support for housing costs (housing benefit or equivalent), 2009 (per cent)

![Graph showing the proportion of the population receiving financial support for housing costs](image)


The fact of the UK’s failure to build housing is clear. It is therefore reasonable to ask how we arrived here.

**Causes: how we tied the Gordian Knot**

The centrepiece of the British planning system is the Town and Country Planning Act, passed by Clement Attlee’s
government in 1947. Combined with the system of green belts that appeared in the 1950s as a result, our planning system can now fairly be described as a series of amendments around the structure of this Act (see Boyfield and Wickham 2019). Naturally, planning and building regulations existed before 1947 (some long before: it has been illegal to roof with thatch in the City of London since the thirteenth century), but the Act effectively nationalised development rights in England and Wales (ibid.). As a result, land use and ownership are now subject to more statutory control than ever in our history.

Research strongly suggests that, despite much discussed factors that are very specific to localities (such as foreign resident demand in central London), at least half of the rise in house prices between 1974 and 2008 is due to regulatory constraints (Hilber and Vermeulen 2016), and a minimum 35 per cent of the average UK house price has arisen directly from planning constraints (the proportion is much higher in London and the southeast of England (ibid.), with local restrictiveness by percentage of applications refused now the most important source of house price variation (Cheshire 2018); much of this restrictiveness, as we will describe, results from central government action). This regulation has been especially effective at imposing highly unusual limits on supply (Cheshire 2009).

---

2 Although the earliest green belt designations appeared through the Green Belt (London and Home Counties) Act 1938, these were very small areas of land.
Like so much central government activity, in many ways this Act was well meant. Attlee’s post-war government wanted to restrict urban sprawl, and believed the green belts the Act instructed local governments to designate would create ‘circular parks’ (Myers 2017) around our cities (green belts should not be confused with Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs), Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) or National Parks, all separately protected). Green belt designation involves an almost total prohibition on development, even when a local community wants houses to be built. But the green belt has grown far beyond what was first proposed. Even in 1974, green belt only covered 692,800 hectares: by 2017 it had more than doubled to 1,634,700 hectares (ibid.). Green belt now constitutes 14 per cent of the land in England, but green belt classification does not account for the actual quality of the land, or whether an appropriate style of housing could beautify it and lead to local approval for building.

With such limits on supply, central government has at various times responded to the inevitable inability of local governments to build by taking more control unto itself and trying to force them to do so. The most direct example was John Prescott’s 2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act, which stripped local government of even more of its planning role (Jenkins 2004), taking rural conservation and economic development functions into the regional offices of his own department, and saw

---

3 At the time the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, now the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government.
Whitehall officials determining ‘Regional Spatial Strategies’. Though now broadly revoked, these covered such areas of planning as converting farmland to industrial use, new towns and village expansion, and individual district housing targets (naturally prepared by central government).

Among its other impacts, this lack of local control is a major reason UK local election turnout is below the European average. As Simon Jenkins has written (ibid.), this:

stripped the English counties of democratic purpose...
The proposed system was widely ridiculed. It was likened [to] Soviet social engineering (by *The Times*) and the death of rural England (by the Green Party). Mr Blair and Mr Prescott were unmoved. The 2004 Act imposed central targets on the local planning framework to a degree unknown in England and unheard of elsewhere in Europe. It marked the end of popular control over the evolution of the English landscape, control that ran from the Middle Ages through the Industrial Revolution to the end of the 20th century. It was a return to the ancient prerogative of ‘the king’s forests’. Central government was initiating a truly nationalised system of land use of a sort familiar only to communism.

Meanwhile, though scholars often highlight the fall in supply from 1950, Figure 3 is more compelling. Showing gross and net building, it outlines how government-driven estate construction in the 1960s also involved the large-scale demolition of existing homes, distorting the real picture.
The overall change in dwellings shows us the persistently low net level of housebuilding since 1947.

**Figure 3** Gross and net change in dwellings (as a percentage of the existing dwelling stock), England and Wales (1801–2016)

Our failure to build enough houses since the 1940s is often called a market failure, but this is not true. It is a failure of state planning. The result is that not enough houses are being built, they are too small for contemporary needs, and, as we will discuss, they are frequently not the type or style of houses that people want to live in, or want to see built in their neighbourhoods.

**No skin in the game: local incentives and the homes people want**

Having placed severe constraints on supply, during the same post-war period the British government made another change which is vital to understanding our problem: they took central control of tax.
The UK now has more centralised taxation than almost any other democratic country: having expanded to fight two successive world wars, with the arrival of peace, Whitehall found myriad ways to put its new-found supremacy to use, and resolved that central government needed fiscal control. Today, 95 per cent of our tax take goes to the central state (Wadsworth 2009), and, as Figure 4 illustrates, only much smaller countries are comparably centralised (in Canada, for example, this is more like 50 per cent).

**Figure 4** Tax share of the local and regional levels as a proportion of total tax revenue (per cent)

Local authorities have seen their powers reduced accordingly, increasingly becoming little more than distributors of ‘grants’, or the money that Whitehall deigns to give back to them. This means that where development is not proscribed by green belt status anyway, a local authority that is considering allowing houses to be built knows that it will receive relatively little direct tax benefit from
housing for new residents, but it will face some of the costs of the necessary new infrastructure, and the initial administrative burden. It is liable therefore to find itself disincen-
tivised from allowing housebuilding.\textsuperscript{4}

Conversely, a local authority that blocks all new housing will bear very little cost. The tax rises that will be needed to pay for the extra housing benefit (which results from the higher cost of housing) will be spread nationwide and back to the British taxpayer. Meanwhile, Whitehall is too distant from the level of the local community to feel the results of its actions (this is what Nassim Nicholas Taleb calls a lack of political ‘skin in the game’). If central government had wanted to design a system that would drive up the cost of housing, it could hardly have done better.

When we look at our tax system on the national level, we see that it also leads to the less efficient allocation of housing. For instance, high nationwide Stamp Duty penalises property transactions, impedes downsizing, and harms labour mobility (in this case people’s ability to move to the work they want to do), misallocating dwellings and causing a welfare loss. Whitehall has thrown in yet another distortion in our inheritance tax system, where in treating housing wealth preferentially to other wealth it has further inflated demand relative to supply (Niemietz 2016). But it gets worse.

\textsuperscript{4} Other aspects local governments may consider could include new voters with different political leanings, but this is beyond the scope of this paper. While the dynamics of taxation incentives are complex, the evidence points us to the importance of beginning fiscal decentralisation.
Next, by exempting many homes (but not shares) from Capital Gains Tax (CGT), government has driven up house prices further, by encouraging the misallocation of savings (Myers 2017). (Here we can add the high rate of VAT on restoration (HMRC 2018), which has helped disincentivise the reuse of cherished buildings for homes, causing them to fall into disrepair, which is both a loss in itself and has driven down supply still more.)

Next, tax on buy-to-let landlords. This was an attempt to boost the owner-occupied housing sector, but served as a fiscal strike on privately rented housing which also made landlords scapegoats for the housing crisis (Beck and Booth 2019). A classic example of government trying to compensate for previous mistakes by making some more (while benefiting no one but itself), this is also likely to have pushed up rents (with a tiny benefit to buyers which is limited to the already wealthy) (ibid.).

Next, according to the homelessness charity Shelter, ‘Help to Buy’ has driven house prices even higher, by over £8,000 (so far) (Van Lohuizen 2015), because the policy inflated demand, which in any market with inelastic supply is liable to raise prices (Niemietz 2016). This is also self-defeating, and another policy that has made the housing crisis worse.

These government initiatives and ‘big push’ tactics all have one thing in common: they do not work. In broad terms, they fail because they attempt to treat the symptoms but fail to treat the cause. In this way they are very much like the Whitehall approach to Nimbyism.
**Nimbyism: more symptom than cause**

The results, on a national scale, of the inability of local governments and areas to benefit from housebuilding have been more profound than is usually understood. As we have seen, many people are unable to move where they want to work, others are forced to leave their own towns as they become too expensive. But that the incentives are to block, not approve, new homes, combined with the inability of neighbourhoods and villages to determine what kind of houses they see built, has helped cause adversarial planning processes of great length and cost.\(^5\) Added to the costs of tax on building in general, this means that, increasingly, only large incumbent housebuilders can make a profit, especially because a developer may need to have numerous planning applications in progress simultaneously for one to succeed.

The price of these combined planning applications must then be combined with the price of land, which means smaller developers are priced out, and that there is little margin left over for arguably the most important thing of all: the design of homes. The result has been the estates of identikit housing that have sprung up across the land, at the expense of both smaller and more local developers, as well as those companies willing to spend more on the housing designs that people actually want, including locally fitting architecture. This means it is frequently

---

\(^5\) The length of these processes, and the apparent increase in length of time required, are discussed for example in Ball (2008).
impossible to build the kind of houses that would reduce opposition to building itself. (As Pennington (2002) has described, in economic terms this means housebuilding has become a special interest issue, whereby a small group captures a too-large benefit while imposing a larger cost on a larger group, while benefiting from a political process skewed in its favour.  

We have thus arrived at the economic and cultural conundrum that explains why we have become unable to build the houses that people want to live in. And it is hard to deny that much of the resistance to housebuilding, and to building in general, arises because of how people expect a new building will look.

As we look at how to cut the knot, it is worth asking how this part of the problem occurred. Leaving the political question temporarily aside, it is important to recall that economics is also a field of moral sentiments. We often call these ‘values’, or the shared understandings of what constitutes good behaviour. For example, Britain developed first, not because of some fluke, but because our values placed a relatively strong emphasis on private property rights and freedom under the rule of law (amongst other things), and these helped people invent freely, profit from their own innovations and hard work, and reinvest without fear of being fleeced. So markets function best when the actors within them behave according to the values shared by the other participants. When one group of participants fails to trust the other, however, they are more likely to demand

---

6 According to public choice theory.
costly protections against bad behaviour, meaning burdensome regulations or outright bans, harming growth.

So it may also be no coincidence that the explosion, since the 1960s especially, of controls and bans on building has been accompanied by a popular loss of confidence that architects will build things people want to look at: in other words that they will share their values. Indeed, a large body of research now demonstrates precisely this.

In one experiment, volunteers were shown photographs of unfamiliar people and buildings, then asked to rate their attractiveness. One group of volunteers were architects, the other was not. The groups were in harmonious agreement about people’s attractiveness, but non-architects and architects had strikingly different opinions on what constituted an attractive building (Boys-Smith 2018), a disagreement that became more pronounced with experience, as if architects were being taught to dislike the very things the public found beautiful. And in recent opinion polls, when asked what they wanted from new homes, 74 per cent of people said their home should fit its surroundings, while only 11 per cent wanted a home to be modern even if it did not (Airey et al. 2018). Today, 65 per cent think traditionally designed housing helps good relations in a community (ibid.).

But many architects seem determined to maintain this great divide. Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) prizes demand evidence of sustainability, but none of what the public actually think of a building (Boys-Smith 2018). Indeed, when asked recently why the council he worked for had chosen for housing an incoherent jumble of glass and
steel towers instead of buildings local people wanted, one planner replied that the latter would win them no prizes from RIBA (one duly arrived). We seem to know this instinctively: when a traditional building appears, the joke goes, nobody likes it except the public.

So the evidence tells us that architecture has diverged from public wants. But how might this divergence have come about? A cultural trend was clearly at work in the twentieth century, and some architecture has been so unpopular that local communities have taken to the streets to prevent its construction. When we compare, at the extremes, the line and elegance of the Georgian Square (which the rich are free to choose) with brutalist estates like the now largely demolished Robin Hood Gardens (which the poor had forced upon them), we understand the development of strict rules, and frequently simply bans, to control and prevent building. We also understand that much-maligned thing, Nimbyism.

Here, the public are accused of behaving irrationally, claiming to want housebuilding nationally while attempting to block it in their own neighbourhoods. This is not irrational, however. If you know the houses being planned on the field next door will do genuine harm to your town or village, depriving it of local character, and you also know that future potential residents will agree, which will harm the value of the home in which you have invested much of your salary, you will be right to try to stop this building (note, however, that many homeowners do not even seek to maintain high prices, and oppose building simply for aesthetic reasons). You may oppose building
even as you regret it, because you know that houses need to be built (Pennington 2002), perhaps for your own children.

It is too easy, then, to criticise Nimbyism, which is a symptom, not cause, of our problems. But what if the market could induce the return of loved buildings, of widely accepted architectural beauty? Then many of the interventions in this market, in which values have diverged and trust has faltered, would be rendered unnecessary.

The good news is that it can.

The centralisation of tax and planning processes that promote the types of buildings that people do not want: we can undo this. The inflation of prices through the excessive use of green belt classification, even for low-quality land where people want houses to be built, has done the same: this too can be undone. The capacity for householders and communities to elect, for example, their own style of building, has been hindered by self-defeating control: this we can also change.

Whitehall’s taking control of housebuilding created and exacerbated the very housing crisis it intended to manage, harming our national beauty and pitting government against people along the way. In the two decades from the late 1950s, having chronically restricted supply, government planners also directly imposed their preferred types of housing on the British people, giving us some of the most disliked housing we have seen. Now, the tower block became a very symbol of the belief that the planner knows best. In modern Britain, there are few better examples of why markets and choice work better than state planning, and of the cruelty that results from our failure to observe this.
The historian David Kynaston has recounted how, in 1958, as fifteen new blocks were imposed on a square mile of Bethnal Green alone, a newspaper correspondent walked among the rubble of the razed streets, and saw on the remaining scraps of brickwork a silent protest: ‘again and again someone had chalked on the shattered walls “I lived here”’ (Kynaston 2015).

In Birmingham, as mass relocation to tower blocks gathered pace (from housing which had clearly needed improvement), the chairman of the city council’s Planning Subcommittee decided that ‘it is understandable that people cling to the old idea of things [but] we shall overcome this prejudice’. In Sheffield, a Marxist sociologist decided that ‘the success of the new tall blocks suggests that the traditional attitude is not permanent’ (ibid.: 48–49).

Just as the evidence of the harm tower blocks were doing became unignorable in the 1960s, devotion to them in government became unstoppable. Mass petitions against these buildings, such as from 11,500 citizens in Bristol, were ignored. When a BBC programme in 1961 investigated the growing incidence of depression among the out-of-town high-rise estates to which communities had been uprooted, one architects’ journal responded with irritation at local people’s opinions having even been asked: ‘good scripting and good camerawork could say far more about architecture than any amount of interviewing of tenants’, while one GP complained of the ‘excessive demands for his services’ among residents. A correspondent noted breezily: ‘There are, of course, social objections to compelling families with young children to live in high
flats’, but this was not allowed to intrude on ‘integral plans’ (ibid.: 49).

On the rare occasions when their opinions were asked, people were massively against the new tower blocks, and wanted their own houses. In a 1962 opinion poll in Leeds among people whose houses were to be cleared, only five per cent wanted high-rise flats, which they were inevitably given. Another newspaper report, ‘The Sky Prisoners’, surveyed 62 new blocks in the London area, and found that 52 per cent of two- to five-year-olds played only inside the flat. One mother despaired that her child could not go out to play because they were high up and near a main road. Even though she was at home, ‘in desperation ... I have put him in a nursery and now feel I am missing the best years of his life’. In Oldham, one member of the Housing Committee stated: ‘I know that many people do not like flats, but ... the sooner [they are] accepted by the townspeople, the happier they will be about it’ (ibid.: 672–73).

The housing consultant Elizabeth Denby had ‘plenty [of] evidence to show that [people] really wanted the type of building they had before ... a house and garden’. She also found in her analysis of four London squares that ‘family houses with a reasonably large common garden and good private gardens can be grouped at the same density as family flats, costing less and giving greater satisfaction’. Whereas tower blocks were an approach ‘in which architects delight’, she had ‘yet to find one who lives in such a block himself’ (ibid.: 48). The evidence was simply dismissed.
State control over building, like much else, divides society into a ‘who’ and a ‘whom’. Socialist ways of doing things tend to mean power for the planner and penury for the planned-for: the state’s imposition of ugliness and isolation on the British households who, in the twentieth century, lacked a choice about where they could live was no exception. But we believe that the best vehicle to provide beautiful and well-liked homes for all is choice. Just as a relatively free market in advanced technologies has made these available to virtually everyone in our country, a free market in beauty can mean the same for homes that people will want to see built.

It is also certainly time to be more assertive about beauty itself. We can propose one way: take back pastiche. For too long, ‘pastiche’ has been a term of abuse. No longer. The truth is that all good building is pastiche: Inigo Jones reinvented Vitruvian symmetry to create a (very inaccurate) pastiche of classical temple architecture.7 In turn, the Palace of Westminster is a Victorian pastiche of Medieval Gothic. Within a few years, no one remembers that a building was pastiche. It is simply enjoyed for its beauty.

But by freeing the market (while maintaining the necessary rules on building safety), the housing that people find fitting will appear organically anyway. When we describe

---

7 A Roman, Marcus Vitruvius Pollio, established Vitruvian proportions in De Architectura in 30–15 BC. The book was itself a pastiche of the architectural concepts of the Greek Golden Age around four centuries earlier. It was rediscovered in a Swiss monastery by the Florentine Poggio Bracciolini in 1414, before the English translation that inspired Inigo Jones appeared in 1547. All style is pastiche.
the rejuvenation of a free market for building, we describe the capacity of freedom itself to generate beauty, and then of beauty to regenerate support for building, or more freedom: one virtue will sustain another.

Therefore, to solve the problem, we should clearly understand the Gordian Knot, which in summary looks like this:

- The central state took control of taxation and denied local governments the incentives to allow more houses to be built, generally leaving them only the costs.
- It then asked many of them to prevent any housebuilding on large areas of land called green belt.
- Planning processes locally then became so difficult that big incumbent housebuilders took advantage, leading to indentikit housing estates across the country.
- Nimbyism grew, making housebuilding harder still.
- Whitehall then decided Nimbyism itself was the problem, vowing to ‘push through’ housebuilding, which has caused more resistance, while all the time a free market could be building the houses we need.

**Solutions**

The outcome we need is relatively straightforward. We need to build many more houses, but without causing the value of people’s homes themselves to fall, it is important to avoid negative equity for many reasons, not least its implications for the stability of the financial system.
for a gradual stabilisation of prices nearer the normal multiple of three times earnings. This means rolling out a programme of reform incrementally, demonstrating in one or two major cities first, for example, that the reforms are both beneficial and will not lead to negative equity (meanwhile, although fixed-rate mortgages have become more popular, it is important to remember that interest rates closer to normal levels would see many homeowners’ repayments become more demanding).

That the current system has been so detrimental does not mean a choice between continuity and no restraint at all, however. Individual and voter preference means that local governments and communities will continue to impose restraints on building, in terms of both place and style. The need, then, is to change the centripetal dynamics of a system that simply does not achieve the necessary outcomes. The solutions proposed here would, incrementally, reform our failing system of central planning for housebuilding.

**Cutting tax, decentralising tax**

Fiscal decentralisation is an important part of the solution. The centralisation of our property taxes deprives local government of incentives to allow building or to ensure the quality of the environment, while the structure of fiscal incentives at the national level badly distorts our housing market.

The solutions begin at the national level itself, where seeking more homeownership does not justify attempting
artificially to inflate it by creating tax burdens elsewhere, such as Capital Gains Tax (CGT) on shares, that leave homes exempt. This simply increases house prices, and this distortion can be reduced by lowering CGT on shares (Wadsworth 2009).

High Stamp Duty also harms people’s ability to move and to buy. As James Mirrlees described it, this tax ‘[defies] the most basic of economic principles by taxing transactions and produced inputs respectively’ (Beck and Booth 2019). Stamp Duty can therefore be reduced to 2010 levels, then devolved so that local governments have the capacity to reduce it further (though not to increase it back above 2010 levels). As we have seen, VAT on maintenance and restoration also harms supply, and can be abolished (see Meakin 2016).

Stamp Duty is also too complex, with lower rates for self-built homes and properties left empty or allowed to become derelict,9 creating an incentive for people to leave properties vacant. The latter harms supply and the capacity to move, while making it difficult for buyers to pay the right tax (although the first-time buyer exemption, which does help people to buy, should remain).

Meanwhile, as Beck and Booth (ibid.) have proposed, investment in property should be treated like investment in any other business, with all business costs deducted before taxable income is determined, and with no discrimination between different vehicles for holding property.

---

It is also important to consider the role of brownfield site redevelopment. Some caveats are important here. The redevelopment of some of this land into housing would be economically feasible only with subsidy, which we do not propose. Furthermore, many post-industrial brownfield sites are found in areas of the Midlands and North East especially, where there is less demand for housing. However, a better tax system can still help housebuilding on brownfield sites. Corporation tax relief is supposed to be available to clean up contaminated and derelict land, but the small print deters investors, with considerable detail on what can and cannot be claimed. Meanwhile, tax relief is only obtainable on profits, but the cost is paid at the construction stage, before any profits appear against which to claim relief. These are obvious areas for reform (Haslehurst 2014).

Beginning with a degree of fiscal devolution would see local authorities rewarded for cutting Stamp Duty (thus easing a restriction on supply) by attracting more residents to become net contributors to local budgets, so blocking development would have a greater cost (ibid.).

Local governments would also be rewarded by being able to keep the revenue they generate when they allow housebuilding: more houses would then mean more residents and more council tax–take, for instance.

It is important to achieve proof of concept first, through an incremental approach that could begin, for example, in Birmingham and Manchester, generating support for a nationwide roll-out.
A new Right to Buy: reverse compulsory purchase orders

We have seen how the scale of the green belt creates serious problems for supply, and we return to this below. Another constraint on supply is that 6 per cent of land in England and Wales (about 900,000 hectares) remains in direct state ownership. This vast land holding includes 170,000 hectares of Ministry of Defence land (itself over 1 per cent of the land area of England and Wales), while NHS Property Services and NHS Trusts also own at least 4,500 hectares (Boyfield and Wickham 2019).

Among urban local authorities, where demand for housing is often most severe, 15 per cent of land is owned by the public sector (ibid.). In eight local authorities (Brighton and Hove, Barking and Dagenham, Eastbourne, Rushmoor (comprising Aldershot and Farnborough), Gosport, Leicester, Portsmouth and Stevenage) the public sector owns over 40 per cent of all land (ibid.), an extraordinary figure.

Yet progress on land disposals has been slow. According to a National Audit Office study of the public land sold from 2011 to 2015, only 200 new homes had been completed on a sample of sites with the capacity for 8,600 homes, suggesting that housebuilding is far below the overall capacity of 109,500 homes from all these sites (NAO 2016). The government target is now to sell land for the construction of 320,000 homes by 2020, which currently appears very optimistic.
There are obvious ways to change this. It is important to be radical in order to build houses on these great tracts of land, transforming the Right to Buy to apply to government land; a mechanism to allow people the right to demand the sale of government land is needed, without which progress is liable to be slow. Government can also reverse the compulsory purchase procedures it has used to acquire land, using Disposal Orders for public sector land to create entrepreneurial opportunity: compulsory purchase orders in reverse.

As Boyfield and Wickham (2019) propose, the Government Property Unit in the Cabinet Office can accelerate the Government Estate Strategy, which has sold little public land so far, with a senior cabinet minister made responsible for identifying and releasing public land for housing\(^\text{10}\) (we can also review whether the £45 million given to the Local Authority Land Release Fund has been good value for money (ibid.)). Small housebuilders, who are also vital for these sites, would also benefit from exemption from Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and Section 106 payments (except for safety) (ibid.). There is also an argument that this land should be sold off at land value, not building value. Importantly, unlike for brownfield sites, much of this land is in high-demand areas, such as in the southeast of England.

\(^{10}\) This is also recommended by the House of Lords Select Committee on Economic Affairs (2016).
**Making the green belt do its job**

Sadly, the very language we use about housing now suggests central command: housing must be ‘driven through’, or ‘forced upon’ a locality, as if we were describing a patient who does not know what is good for him. As we have seen, this is the result of a half century in which the British people have learned that new housing will lack a sense of place. It need not be this way.

The green belt has expanded well beyond what was originally intended. Some Metropolitan (London) Green Belt land is now twenty miles from a London borough (ibid.). Local authorities can already ‘amend’ their local green belt (Myers 2017), but if a local authority has decreed that the green belt boundary is a ‘strategic policy’, which they often do, this will simply not happen.

It is also important to remember that development on greenfield sites other than green belt is more harmful to the environment and to people’s wellbeing (Papworth 2016), but this ‘green belt hopping’ into rural areas beyond the green belt is precisely what is taking place, and failure to reform the green belt will exacerbate this. Selective green belt reclassification nationwide is therefore necessary. The purpose, however, is not the complete scrapping of the green belt, which is unnecessary. Most green belt would remain; that which is declassified can, through appropriate housebuilding, become more attractive.

The green belt is too big, and it often fails to achieve its purpose of aesthetic and environmental preservation. But it has served some purpose, in preventing the growth of huge
conurbations at the expense of individual character: we do not intend for Bath to become a southeastern suburb of Bristol, for example, nor should the larger city devour the Somerset countryside on its southern flank.\textsuperscript{11} By the same token, the green belt preservation of Sheffield’s Pennine river valleys clearly serves an environmental purpose. Reclassification would not remove all green belt designation. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)\textsuperscript{12} states that the green belt has five functions:

1. Checking the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas.
2. Preventing neighbouring towns merging into one another.
3. Helping safeguard the countryside from encroachment.
4. Preserving the setting and special character of historic towns.
5. Helping urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land.

Therefore, areas of green belt that do not support a single one of the five NPPF purposes may be declassified.\textsuperscript{13} This

\textsuperscript{11} For a deeper discussion of the economic and philosophical questions raised by the green belt, see Pennington (2002).


\textsuperscript{13} We acknowledge that it may be argued that green belt land always fulfils function 5; however, our emphasis here is on derelict land within the green belt, and the tendency of wrongly classified green belt land to cause green belt hopping instead of urban regeneration.
would include green belt land that has already been developed: in many such cases, continued green belt classification prevents beautification, and many examples illustrate how ongoing green belt designation is actually preventing the maintenance of an attractive environment.

**Figure 5**  An example map of a green belt location

![An example map of a green belt location](source: Papworth (2016)).

Figure 5 shows one example in Essex, a slither of farmland between Theydon Bois station on London Underground’s Central Line and the M25–M11 junction, where green belt designation is preventing housebuilding to very limited environmental or aesthetic benefit. Meanwhile, Figure 6 shows that green belt land does not always prevent urban sprawl.

The photographs in Figure 7 are examples of poorly selected green belt land, and demonstrate how classification often fails in its objectives of environmental and aesthetic protection.
This means that for reclassification (or ‘rezoning’) to work, central government will need to categorise where green belt land has become low quality. This implies initial central activity to help free a local market, but where green belt has not succeeded in its aim of environmental and aesthetic preservation, it is logical that it can be declassified. The majority of the green belt will remain, and will still be able to prevent disliked urban sprawl.

Releasing green belt land near transport hubs would also be a priority. This would include Metropolitan Green Belt land within realistic walking distance of a railway station (Papworth 2016). Even excluding locations with other protective designations, meaning places with genuine environmental value, there are approximately 20,000 hectares of green belt land within 800 metres of a station
(ibid.; Meakin 2015). At current density levels of 50 houses per hectare, 20,000 hectares on greenfield sites within the outer circuit of the Metropolitan Green Belt (with 400,000 homes assumed to be within Greater London) would mean space for almost one million homes (ibid.).

Figure 7  Examples of poorly selected green belt land

It is therefore untrue to claim that declassifying some green belt means the widespread ‘concreting over’ of greenfield sites.\textsuperscript{14} In total, the Metropolitan Green Belt covers over 514,000 hectares, four times the built-on urban area of London. Building one million homes on green belt land would mean developing merely 3.9 per cent of this Metropolitan Green Belt land (with a presumed half as much again becoming private gardens) (Papworth 2016).

Green belt land that is already built on, that has been allowed to become derelict, and other brownfield areas within green belt, would also be declassified. While this housing could in theory be built on non–green belt greenfield sites, for example, this would be more harmful to the environment. For example, of ‘metropolitan greenfield’ land, 35,180 hectares are green belt, with the other 25,000 hectares classified as Metropolitan Open Land (with the same protection as Metropolitan Green Belt), or parkland and other areas, which are much more frequently used by local people (ibid.). Using (some) green belt land will in fact preserve the most cherished places. In the declassified zones of former green belt, there would be a presumed right to development.

This means that communities could in fact ‘green’ their green belts by developing the sections which have been allowed to become less attractive. It is this capacity for communities to select housing that blends in that will allow more houses to be built in the long run (unlike imposing

\textsuperscript{14} Cheshire (2014) states that 50 houses per hectare is ‘the current norm’. For comparison, new London developments mainly in the inner city had an average density of 120 per hectare in 2012/13. See Papworth (2016).
the high-density tower blocks which create more resistance later). We will next discuss mechanisms to allow this to happen. This reform of the green belt would, we propose, begin with London, as well as Birmingham and Manchester. Gradualism is vital to demonstrate the benefits of these reforms.

**Choice not bureaucracy: freeing the market in beauty**

Granting permitted development rights to individual streets or villages (the former in cities, the latter in rural areas) to ‘build and beautify’ would mean residents could *gain* from local building, by placing control over this construction with actual communities. This would give back the advantage to small developers, working as they can at the community level, or, in villages, the parish level.

In cities, this is a vital part of increasing urban density, but in desirable ways, for an urbanism rooted in freedom. However, like other local governments, London’s Mayor cannot yet grant individual streets or communities control over housebuilding, which as John Myers of London Yimby has discussed, would need to change.

The need is clearly there. Swathes of our cities consist of two-storey houses built over the last hundred years; half of London homes are in buildings of one to two floors. Extending these upwards – or replacing them, with the support of a community, to create more homes – could increase dwelling space in a suburban street *fivefold* (ibid.). Let individual streets decide to award themselves the right to extend
or replace homes and, over time, we can see five million more homes in the capital alone (ibid.). This would require individual streets being given the right to vote to give themselves permitted development rights to build upwards up to, for example, six storeys. Like other reforms that we describe, this would help end the big developers’ virtual cartel.

The law can therefore be amended so that any residential city street could give itself additional development rights to ‘extend or replace’ up to a permissible height (with voting limited to absolute majorities of residents who have lived there beyond a certain time) (ibid.).¹⁵ Meanwhile, designations such as Areas of Special Residential Character would remain, and not all streets will vote for these rights, simply where residents perceive more certain improvements.

There is little need to fear that residents would simply block development, however. When residents are asked whether every household on their street should be able to build upwards (by one to two floors), they are very often in favour (Airey et al. 2018). Aside from the incentive for residents who would gain from the increased value of larger properties, developers are perfectly capable of meeting local style needs when they too have the incentive. Devolving this power all the way to communities has the added benefit of cutting council costs and tax, and letting developers devote less resource to planning departments, more to the extra cost of good design (see Evans 1988).

¹⁵ The limits on height would help prevent excessive spillover effects, such as loss of light, overlooking or congestion.
This local control over building, including upwards, can solve much of our housing problem in cities. London on average has half as many homes per square mile as Kensington and Chelsea or Westminster, two of the boroughs considered most attractive.

When streets and villages can choose precisely this building, we will find much public opposition unlocked. Streets of suburban semis could, when owners wish, become denser streets of attractive mansion blocks or terraces, with a dramatic increase in square footage and value for the average suburban street into the bargain. Because in our cities, we already know how to build higher-density housing that people want to live in. The elegant proportions of Georgian terraces in these boroughs make them the most loved homes in London. They were also built at speed and volume (Terry 2018), precisely what is needed now.

No one has a monopoly on beauty, however. The more dirigiste approach would be to mandate that local authorities have a design and style guide. These should be optional, for local authorities, or for streets and villages. Some boroughs and other authorities will choose them, some will not, just as some streets will vote for them. When local governments set design codes in the past, the result was the construction of some of our finest cities, such as Bath, while London also had a number of codes before the twentieth century, such as in Bloomsbury. But it is important to note, like Stephen Davies, that ‘the urban growth of [Victorian Britain] was voluntary and owed nothing to state plans ... It was driven by private initiative and speculation, directed by property rights ... the
outcome was a process of urbanisation that was orderly but unplanned’ (Davies 2002). The point is that, with the right local incentives (and rules on the safety and good condition of houses), there is no reason we cannot build cherished buildings once again.

Self-build would probably only be a relatively small part of the greater project of reform. Nonetheless, given individual owners’ relative difficulty in negotiating planning processes, planning permission for self-builds could be fast-tracked, with a light-touch ‘notification’ process and with the presumption that people can build their own homes, under a style guide where a local authority agrees one (with local authorities given time to decide on one before new rules are brought in). We call this BIY: Build It Yourself.

Our failure to build houses is therefore a problem the market mechanism can solve. We do not need to mandate better building. That this is what the public want means that, if allowed to, the market will provide. The reforms we outline will bring down the cost of planning and increase the number of providers. This will increase competition, given the need to spend less before receiving planning approval. A less restrictive market will mean better building, and better building will itself reduce restrictiveness.

Cutting the Gordian Knot might therefore be done as follows:

• Devolving some taxation would benefit local property markets.
• Declassifying non-functioning areas of the green belt would release some of the most severe constraints on supply.
• Allowing still more local devolution of some planning powers, such as to the street and village level, would give the advantage back to smaller firms of builders and architects.
• This freedom will mean more houses, and houses that people want to live in and among.
• This will reduce resistance to housebuilding generally, rejuvenating productivity, home-ownership and our property-owning democracy itself.

The beauty of freedom

This essay describes how replacing market freedom and local decision-making with central planning has caused the national crisis that is our failure to build houses, and how reforming this system, in a staged and steady manner, will undo this. We have set out what we believe can be done at this stage: we have not outlined every possible reform or devolution that may take place in due course. And while this is a free-market agenda that returns power to the locality, some central direction will be needed, in the first instance, to return it. Naturally, we also acknowledge that some scholars and decision-makers cleave to the central planning of housebuilding for understandable reasons: central government is clearly not incapable of building at all times. Hayek (1945), however, should perhaps have the last word on why decisions should not
be with the central planner, whose knowledge can so often be illusory:

[The] knowledge of the circumstances of which we must make use never exists in concentrated or integrated form but solely as the dispersed bits of incomplete and frequently contradictory knowledge which all the separate individuals possess. The economic problem of society is thus not merely a problem of how to allocate ‘given’ resources — if ‘given’ is taken to mean given to a single mind which deliberately solves the problem set by these ‘data.’ It is rather a problem of how to secure the best use of resources known to any of the members of society, for ends whose relative importance only these individuals know. Or, to put it briefly, it is a problem of the utilization of knowledge which is not given to anyone in its totality.

Much of our country’s finest housing was created before the late 1940s, when the government took control. When it did, the housebuilding that research shows people find attractive – those Georgian terraces and Edwardian mansion blocks, for instance – ground almost to a halt. Now, the British people should be able to expect homes that they will want to live in.

The moral case for action is manifold. It is a great irony that our crisis was created by the over-mighty state behaving in socialist ways, but that its results are fuelling support for more socialist-inspired policies, such as rent controls and subsidy, which will only make the problem worse. These will lead to another generation of renters,
prevented from joining our property-owning democracy. Our failure to build is already harming our children and grandchildren. Instead, like the homeownership project of the 1980s, radical action to build houses and increase homeownership is needed once more. We propose that the programme we have outlined will do much to solve the great national challenge of our times.

**Appendix: Outline of the current planning system**

The following outline describes the general structure of the planning system (some elements refer to England especially).

First, the local planning authority depends on the form of local government. Many places have three local government tiers: county councils; district, borough or city councils; and parish or town councils (DCLG 2015). District councils deal with most planning matters (although areas such as transport are usually county council responsibilities), but where single-tier authorities exist these are responsible for the planning issues otherwise dealt with by districts and counties. In London the Mayor is responsible for some strategic planning applications (while in National Parks the park authority has planning responsibilities).

Local councillors’ role depends on whether they are members of the decision-making planning committee; the local planning authority also appoints planning officers, who make around 90 per cent of decisions on planning
applications. Decisions over larger developments are typically made by the planning committee, with officers making recommendations. Local authorities also provide planning enforcement services.

Figure 8  General structure of the planning system


Where parish and town councils still exist, they may comment on planning applications and participate in producing Neighbourhood Plans (below), but otherwise have little formal power (where there is no parish or town council, local community representatives may apply to begin a neighbourhood forum to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan).

The Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government oversees the planning system generally, with responsibility for a small number of decisions involving appeals and major infrastructure projects. The Planning Inspectorate for England and Wales (an agency
of the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government\textsuperscript{16} decides most appeals on behalf of the Secretary of State. Also at the national level, local governments need to take into account the 2012 National Planning Policy Framework in preparing Local Plans and Neighbourhood Plans. A separate planning framework exists for infrastructure projects of national significance, including major transport infrastructure.

At the local level, the Regional Strategies that imposed requirements on groups of local planning authorities have been removed, although the London Mayor is responsible for creating a strategic plan, and the capital’s Local Plans must conform to this.

Local planning authorities outline their intentions through a Local Plan, examined by an independent inspector who assesses whether it meets legal requirements\textsuperscript{17} (these may be informed by Neighbourhood Plans (since 2011), which are voted on in local referenda where they comply with local and national policies and legal conditions).

Local authorities can also apply the Community Infrastructure Levy to developments; and Section 106 (of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990) for developers to provide affordable housing or fund services; central government also pays the New Homes Bonus to local authorities to encourage them to build houses.

\textsuperscript{16} Formerly the Department for Communities and Local Government.

\textsuperscript{17} Especially Part 2 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.
Planning applications are not required in all circumstances. When an application is required, the local authority usually makes the decision in the first instance. Applicants may appeal decisions to the Secretary of State through the Planning Inspectorate (where deemed as justifying ministerial attention, appeals can be ‘recovered’ from the Planning Inspectorate by the Secretary of State).
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PART TWO

THE ESSAYS
Summary

Free-market ideals should not be limited to esoteric debates about what could be achieved in theory. Indeed, competition, decentralisation, accountability and choice can solve the biggest challenges of our time. The cost and inaccessibility of housing are among the greatest challenges of British public policy, yet successive governments have acquiesced to special interests and offered short-term gimmicks instead of radical change.

A free market in housing can democratise homeownership for those who had given up hope. However, despite the need to address deep-seated issues in housing, free-market thinkers also need to create policies that are bold, popular, but politically possible, especially given the wide-ranging free-market movement this could start.

This essay proposes the Land Purchase Act – a market-based policy that centres on how public land can be used to help disadvantaged people acquire housing, and not simply the type of housing that bureaucrats
and central planners think people should live in. Instead, people should be given the opportunity to live in the houses that they want, and that are attractive. That way we can create a new generation of homeowners and fundamentally rewrite the policy-making landscape in housing.

**Introduction**

We have a unique advantage of being too disorganised to block the future: an opportunity to rethink, from the ground up, our approach to housing; a paradigm shift that ends the short-term gimmicks and authority of bureaucrats; the chance to offer people a radical, market-based solution to housing and the prospect of homeownership. Free-market approaches to housing are, moreover, the only way to ensure that people acquire the housing they want, rather than bureaucrats deciding what is best for people. We can start a movement that dispels the notion that market-based solutions have no place in housing.

This essay applies free-market principles to address the shortage and unaffordability of housing, and outlines how the government can use the equity it has in land to help people on to the housing ladder. The Land Purchase Act proposed in this essay also outlines how people can live in the homes that they want, meaning that this policy has the power to act as the initial step in restoring social mobility in the UK, encouraging more free-market ideas to follow.

This essay is structured as follows. In the first section, the problems affecting the housing market are outlined – both the problems themselves and how a free market in
housing has been thwarted. The next section introduces the policy and how it can achieve two objectives: increasing the amount of land made available and the number of homeowners in the UK. In the final section, the economic benefits of the policy initiative and a free-market vision for housing are elucidated.

The Land Purchase Act policy, this essay will conclude, is the key to a new era of economic progress, providing hope to a new generation of homeowners, in particular those yet to experience the liberating powers of the free market.

**The problem stated**

Housing costs in the UK are among the highest in the world, both in absolute terms and relative to average incomes. The UK’s population has also grown considerably in recent decades. Between 1990 and 2015, the UK’s immigrant population increased from 3.7 million to 8.5 million (Pew Research Center 2016). However, while the country’s population has grown and increased the demand for housing, there has not been a commensurate increase in housebuilding in the UK. Inaccessibility to housing is linked to poverty and, more importantly, stands in the way of letting people see their children and grandchildren become property owners. Even those previously resistant to more housebuilding have become aware that the increasing cost of buying a home is detrimental to society. People want to own their own homes and the government should not stand in the way of this
natural ambition. In summary, we need to build more and lower the price of housing.

Despite the large backlog of homes that need to be built, the current system of planning permissions and the conceptions of central planners, such as tower blocks, have not delivered the homes that people actually want and that are attractive. Allowing the free market to work will make homes attractive and, crucially, give people choice when it comes to housing.

So, why is it that people cannot acquire the homes that they want? This is because we build what central planners want, which has led to homes that nobody else wants, meaning we miss out on the exciting vision that a free market in housing can offer. This can be explained by how political intervention has obstructed the free market.

Free markets thwarted

The roots of the UK’s housing crisis date back to the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act, which created a framework for the strictest planning laws in the OECD and designated the man in Whitehall as the planner and provider of housing. These laws have significantly reduced the number of homes being built, especially since the 1970s. The Act designated vast swathes of land as green belt, and imposed height controls, constraining incentives to allow development in areas where people wanted to live. As a result, housing does not meet the realities of modern-day economic demand. The strict planning laws explain why house prices have risen so fast in London, where the
demand growth is greatest. Yet the disincentives to build remain strong.

There have been a number of attempts by government in recent years to address the shortage and unaffordability of housing, but these have all been steps in the wrong direction. Government solutions, through interventions such as the Help to Buy scheme, changes to inheritance tax and higher taxes on buy-to-let landlords, have made the problems in housing worse, not better. Indeed, most of these initiatives have inflated the demand for housing and created more distortions in the housing market. To cite but one example, the Help to Buy programme increased house prices by more than £8,000, according to Shelter’s estimate in 2015 (Van Lohuizen 2015). It is clear that government subsidies in a market with highly inelastic supply will tend to increase the price, while having a negligible impact on quantity.

The average price for homes in the UK has historically been around four times income, although since 2001 the ratio has consistently been above this (Chu 2016). Rising house prices relative to incomes mean that the average household feels a very heavy burden. Houses in the UK are also considerably smaller than those in other European nations. For much of the population, strict planning laws have resulted in overpriced homes, and not the kinds of homes that people want to live in. And they are often located in parts of the country where fewer people want to live. Again, this is the result of government intervention in housing. Instead, a market-based approach that makes more land available, removes government restrictions and
allows people to own the homes they want to live in, is the most effective solution to the housing crisis.

The challenge to free-market thinkers, however, is to produce policies that are politically possible. Special interest groups resistant to more home building are well-organised, and proposals to build on green belt land, for example, are already politicised and problematic. We therefore need to demonstrate the power of a market-based approach on a smaller scale before a total revolution in housing is possible. A free-market approach needs, on the one hand, not to replace one short-term gimmick with another; on the other hand, it should propose simple yet popular ideas that politicians cannot resist implementing.

**The Land Purchase Act**

The government imposes extensive restrictions that prevent people from getting on the housing ladder, although a number of government departments are some of the largest landowners in the UK. Moreover, large swathes of government-owned land are located in areas where people want to live. This therefore presents an opportunity to use the equity the government has in land to help people onto the housing ladder, especially in areas where there is high demand for housing. This essay proposes the ‘Land Purchase Act’ – a market-based policy that makes swathes of land available for people to build homes according to their own choice and preferences. This policy has the potential not only to alleviate many of the problems in housing, but
also to serve as an example of what market-based policies could achieve for the wider housing market.

There are estimates going back several years that indicate public land could deliver as many as two million new homes, although half a million may be a more reasonable estimate. Such estimates are based on analysis of the public records of the Central Government Estate and the land holdings of the Greater London Authority (GLA), as well as the potential for development of NHS and Local Authority land, although, naturally, not all of this can be released.² We assume a somewhat lower figure, but there is no reason for the government to hold all of this land, especially when affordable housing is already beyond the reach of large segments of the population. Releasing surplus or underused public land would considerably improve access to housing.

The value of land in London, and other areas with high demand for housing, is a disproportionate amount of the total value of a property. Thus, although the proposed policy may not be as effective in areas where land is less valuable, it will tend to enable those priced out by the current housing market to live where they actually want to (it is not unreasonable to say that houses should be built in areas where people want to live, and policymakers should not try to fit the workflow of the country around the existing housing stock). With this policy, we can end the gimmicks, build

² Insufficient transparency with relation to the full extent of land and property assets owned by the government remains a drawback in identifying the potential number of sites that could be released to deliver new homes. Data recorded in the central database of government property and land do not include all public land holdings.
houses in the right places, and, crucially, allow people to live in the types of homes they actually prefer.

How it works

The government will enter into a contract with the occupier, who will take out a mortgage to cover the cost of building the property on the land. Under the policy, the occupier will build the home they wish to live in, rather than the bureaucratic imposition of having the government decide what is built. The occupier will be given a choice over the timescale and structure of how they gradually acquire ownership of the land. The composition of this process provides the occupier with options: they could pay some rent for the land, choose to purchase the land at set intervals over time, or buy the land at a discounted rate if they have lived there for a set period of time, for instance twenty or thirty years. This policy applies market principles to the government’s equity in land to help people flexibly acquire housing, especially in difficult areas.

The Land Purchase Act would also reduce the number of planning restrictions on houses built on land made available under the policy. Currently, hundreds of pages of planning legislation exist for each local authority, in keeping with the command-and-control economics of the original 1947 Town and Country Planning Act. Planning permissions enforce exceedingly specific details about the development or expansion of properties. Removing such planning permissions from homes built under the Land
Purchase Act would, however, ensure that such homes respond to market demands instead of what the council or a bureaucrat thinks individuals need. Inefficiencies in building homes would be removed and modernisation allowed in UK land development.

This policy offers people a hand-up instead of a hand-out, and puts them on a path to homeownership, not government dependency.

**Economic benefits**

Making more land available to be built on would unleash a series of economic benefits to boost the wider economy and help the disadvantaged in society. Given that the policy would be more effective in areas around major cities, it would also help boost productivity. Productivity is notably higher in cities than rural areas (some estimates put the average labour productivity of urban areas at five percentage points higher than rural areas) (ONS 2017: 2). Higher productivity in major cities also translates into increased investment and the potential for greater economic specialisation. This productivity growth would not be limited to the boundaries of the city and would spill over to boost the economies of surrounding areas. Thus both major cities and their surrounding areas would benefit from higher economic growth as their potential for expansion is increased.

More people would be able to become homeowners as a result of the policy, which would considerably improve the household financial stability of the new occupiers. Making more land available at a discounted rate and lowering the
cost of housebuilding by removing planning requirements is the key to achieving this. The lower cost of housebuilding would make it easier for a new occupier to be approved for mortgages. This would free up the incomes of those spending a high proportion of their wages on rent to instead acquire a home, still the largest asset for most households. Furthermore, making housing affordable in areas where land is particularly expensive increases the mobility of the population. Lowering the cost of acquiring a home under this policy would also free up the incomes of new occupiers for other activities, for instance increasing consumption for a better quality of life, or giving them the capital to start a business. By making more land available, economic dynamism is unleashed at the lower end of the income spectrum, improving financial stability and welfare.

The wider availability of housing targeted at those currently receiving some form of government assistance would also help alleviate the pressure on the existing social housing stock. Although a free-market approach to housing could increase the proportion of the population becoming homeowners, creating a pathway to homeownership for people receiving government assistance would make social housing more readily available to the most vulnerable in society. In addition, the wider availability of land to be built on would increase construction.

Towards free-market housing

For those who believe in free markets, it is, however, an anomaly that much housing is firmly under state control
and provision. The primary reason land is so expensive is because the government has constrained its supply by bureaucratic fiat. A free market in housing is the remedy to the current government-imposed command-and-control approach. Removing government restrictions and liberating the market would increase the supply of land, lower the price of acquiring a home, and allow people to build homes they want, which are aesthetically pleasing.

It is clear that releasing surplus or underused public land, through the mechanisms outlined above, would alleviate the inaccessibility and cost of housing. This is the right policy for politicians who are only now catching up with voters in recognising the need to build more homes. Although the idea of more housebuilding used to be vigorously opposed in the Home Counties, for example, people now wonder why it is not already happening. Becoming a homeowner remains one of the most important routes to greater social mobility and increased prosperity.

The policy proposed in this essay gives politicians a solution. The proposal does not require a political revolution. Free-market proponents need to focus on what is achievable and generate a critical mass of people ready for free-market change. Then we can tackle the green belt, zoning laws and permissions, to create a truly free market in housing. Let the planners and providers in Whitehall defend their record in housing. They will be left to catch up with their electorates as housing policy moves on to its free-market future.
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PRESUMED PERMISSION:
A SELF-BUILD FRAMEWORK FOR LOCAL DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS

Stephen Ashmead

Summary

Although the UK is in the grip of a housing crisis, too few homes are being built by too few developers. We build fewer homes per capita than comparable countries, and our homes are smaller and of poorer quality.

The planning process works on the presumption that new homes cannot be built unless home builders go through a maze of bureaucracy. It pits individuals who want to build their own homes in their own communities against large-scale developers with the resources to game the system. This leads to monolithic and soulless estates instead of thoughtfully designed homes in organically growing communities. As a result, we have one of the lowest self-build rates in Europe.

A framework of permitted new builds, as an extension to permitted development rights, would allow self-builders to fast-track their planning applications. The presumption

1 Highly Commended Prize Winner.
would be that people *can* build their own homes unless these are demonstrably inappropriate for their community.

The framework would be incorporated into local plans, allowing homes to be built in vernacular styles and blend into the local environment, increasing local powers over development and overcoming Nimbyism.

**Introduction**

The UK’s housing crisis is a product of its uniquely dysfunctional housing system. While our neighbours build good quality homes for their citizens, the UK fails. We build half the homes we need and the few homes we eke out are often of poor quality. One of the particular anomalies of our housing system is the chronically low rate of self-builds. In Austria, 80 per cent of new homes are self-built, in France 60 per cent. Even in densely populated cities such as Berlin, individuals and groups are routinely able to build their own homes (Wilson 2017). Yet the UK, in the grip of a housing crisis, only achieves 7–10 per cent self-build homes (ibid.). There is no lack of desire for self-built homes; a recent poll suggested that if the number of self-builds increased, support for new builds would also grow (Ipsos MORI 2016). Nor is there a lack of support for new homes, if they are well-designed and appropriate for their environment (Airey et al. 2018).

The UK could be a nation of proud housebuilders and homeowners. This essay suggests that this could be achieved without a single sentence passing through parliament, if local planning authorities and communities join together to allow individuals to self-build their own
homes. None of the ideas in this essay are therefore new, except perhaps in how different elements of our existing system can be used together to maximise housebuilding. This essay proposes a framework for presumed permission for self-builds, a model which involves:

- The creation of ‘form-based’ self-build frameworks, outlining permitted small-scale developments.
- Self-build designs or modifications to existing dwellings which meet the local framework receiving a light-touch ‘notification’ process for planning consent.
- Presumed consent for self-build designs which meet the local development rights, regardless of current land use, excepting common sense restrictions, and thus moving away from land-based permission.
- Local planning authorities promoting the local development rights both at the design stage and through supporting self-builders.

There are many advantages to these presumed permission self-build frameworks. Firstly, they allow individuals to build or adapt their own homes in their own communities. Self-builds allow individuals to bypass large-scale developers or the need for state intervention, creating a flexible, direct route to home building and homeownership. The local development rights would create certainty for self-builders, who would know from the outset whether their proposed new home met the criteria in their neighbourhood. If self-build rates rose to meet those across Europe, the UK would double its housing output.
Secondly, this is politically feasible. The powers to bring presumed permission into fruition already exist. This proposal assumes that legislation would only be required to compel local planning authorities to use them. Communities would have democratic grassroots control over new builds upstream in the planning system, by establishing what housing is needed for their community, reducing Nimbyism and providing certainty over new design. Form-based frameworks allow communities to shape the look and feel of new builds in a coherent way that people can understand and support. Promoting self-build would be politically popular and reduce concerns around inappropriate, large-scale developments. People building their own homes are more invested in the quality of their home, are making a commitment to the community they will live in, and know best what will meet their needs.

Thirdly, allowing people the opportunity to self-build would reinvigorate the housing market generally. The restrictiveness of the planning system means that land awarded planning permission is approximately one hundred times more valuable than land without (Onward 2018). Creating a system of presumed permission for self-builds would reduce the scarcity of land supply and thus reduce land prices. Large developers, whose current unique selling point is their ability to purchase land, would be competing against a newly powerful self-build industry, leading to better quality homes and innovative design. Once there is a steady supply of self-build homes, large housebuilders could be less inclined to slow the release of new homes onto the market as the ‘absorption rate’ of the local market.
would be less affected by the appearance of new homes (Letwin 2018).

But perhaps the biggest impact of presumed permission for self-builds would be its effect on the national psyche. We are currently a nation which seems unable to build the homes it needs, while other countries manage to do so perfectly well. A pernicious fatalism has set in, undermining the country’s ability to find a solution. A strong policy promoting self-build would signal that building and owning one’s home is a right; that individuals should aspire to creating their own homes; and that, with a can-do attitude, we can solve the housing crisis in our own communities without outside intervention.

**Why do we have a housing crisis?**

The UK’s highly restrictive planning system was introduced as a reaction to fears that ugly urban sprawl was eating into the countryside (Ellis n.d.), and it was in part designed to make self-building hard (Toms 2018). The system requires that every change to the built environment is scrutinised and open to challenge. The impact on the housing market is thus essentially twofold. Firstly, only large-scale developers can overcome the burdens imposed by the current system and the lack of certainty it creates (initially, this was mitigated by large-scale housebuilding by the state, but this has ultimately turned out to be a temporary fix). Secondly, it creates a limited supply of land on which building is allowed, inflating land prices, which again favours the large developers able to afford such excessive values.
Accordingly, the UK builds only half the new homes needed. Those that are built are frequently built to a poor standard as developers try to squeeze as many homes as possible onto overvalued land. This has led to widespread concerns about housebuilding among locals, whose only say in the planning process is downstream through objecting to new proposals. Nimbyism has therefore become an entrenched feature of the planning system despite widespread support for new homes. The current restrictive, top-down planning system has failed. Creating a new, bottom-up system would reinvigorate house building and homeownership.

Reinvigorating self-build through community-designed Local Development Rights

National permitted development rights already exist, although limited in scope and, in the case of converting offices to residential dwellings, time. However, since 1990, local planning authorities have had the power to introduce Local Development Orders (LDOs) to grant additional permitted development rights. Despite the flexibility and extensive powers LDOs offer, and despite being promoted through the localism agenda, uptake has been low. LDOs tend to be used for niche development purposes

---

2 Somewhat ironically, if you want to build a dwelling for cows instead of humans, your permitted development rights are much more extensive and straightforward.

and, apart from a few LDOs such as Graven Hill in Oxfordshire (Graven Hill n.d.), have thus far offered little for self-builders. The Localism Act 2011 further introduced Neighbourhood Development Orders and Community Right to Build Orders. Again, uptake has been poor in the face of substantial bureaucracy. For example, proposed Community Right to Build Orders in rural areas still need to be granted ‘exception site’ status (HACT 2013).

Instead of focusing on the status of the land on which a new-build would be developed, presumed permission self-build frameworks would focus on establishing appropriate designs for small developments. A self-build framework, similar to the powers listed above, would set out what a community considers appropriate, with only minimal common-sense restrictions on where the new homes may be built.4

Under this proposal, communities would have direct control over designing a permitted development framework for self-builds for their community, upstream in the planning process.5 The current Nimbyism in our planning system stems from the lack of community input early on in this planning process. People have little say on changes in their community until far too late, and then only through contesting proposals that have been made, creating

---

4 The restrictions on where current permitted development rights can be applied, such as national parks, flood plains or to listed buildings, would be a useful starting point.

5 Local planning authorities already have an obligation to consult when proposing an LDO; however, for these new self-build frameworks, consultation is integral to the design and acceptability of the proposal.
uncertainty and fear over future developments. Unfortunately, the poor quality of new-builds in our country today does little to assuage locals’ concerns. Yet recent research shows that people support new builds if they are aesthetically pleasing and fit in with their surroundings. Furthermore, there is consensus around what types of homes are suitable in different community settings (Airey et al. 2018). Through engaging with local communities, a broad, popular code can be developed that meets communities’ needs for new housing but also their desire to preserve their existing heritage.

The self-build framework would be ‘form-based’, setting out the physical form of new buildings. Form-based codes in particular help to achieve community approval because they are intuitive and because they focus on how new-builds integrate with their surroundings. For example, standards in rural communities would probably emphasise local vernacular styles or traditional building methods, while urban sites for regeneration may instead encourage innovative construction methods or sustainable design. As the framework would be form-based, it would be sufficiently flexible to cover a range of designs and circumstances. These frameworks should also cover any home improvements or changes of use up to a new build, such as conversions, extensions and use changes, from building a granny annexe in the garden to a barn conversion.

As mentioned, creating local development rights specifically for self-builders would be politically popular. The idea of self-build is itself popular, with 52 per cent of people
saying they would consider building their own home (Wilson 2017). This popularity would also inspire local communities to develop frameworks: those who would most benefit from self-build frameworks would be people already living in, having connections to, or being attracted to an area, because of the type of community it offers. In turn, this would provide stronger assurances that the homes built through this framework would be appropriate to the community and genuinely address the housing need of people who live there or want to live there. Through the form-based self-build frameworks, communities would be reassured that new-builds would neither be ugly, poor quality boxes, nor Grand Designs–inspired vanity projects. Self-build homes would be built incrementally, instead of as a single, large and disruptive development, allowing communities to naturally absorb new housing. And self-build homes could be more creative in their use of land, for example through using odd plots of vacant or underutilised land which would be unprofitable for a large-scale developer.

The benefits of self-build frameworks for the self-builders themselves would be even more apparent. Once designed, these self-build frameworks would create new, locally designed, permitted development rights. These rights would create a way for self-builders to bypass the normal planning route – they would simply have to notify the local planning authority of their intention to build according to the framework and pay a small fee to cover administration costs. The self-build framework would dramatically reduce bureaucracy for aspiring home builders, and provide certainty that their plans would gain consent. This certainty
would feed into other aspects of the self-build project, including timescales, costs and access to finance.

**A new role for the local planner**

Self-build frameworks would release local planning authorities from the bureaucratic task of scrutinising planning applications for small developments. Local authorities should be encouraged to promote the frameworks (creating a new statutory duty if necessary), both through supporting communities to design them and through helping self-builders find land and develop their plans to meet the local self-build framework.

Additionally, self-build frameworks would help to draw together the increased local powers granted by government over the last ten years into a single coherent policy. Building on the ‘Right to Build’ established in the Housing and Planning Act 2016, where local authorities are required to meet the demand of individuals and associations seeking to acquire land for self- and custom-builds, permitted development frameworks would allow local authorities actively to assist aspiring self-builders to find land and design their new home in accordance with the frameworks in their communities. Again, self-build frameworks coupled with the General Power of Competence set out in the 2011 Localism Act would further empower local government to support people living in their own communities to build their own homes.6

---

6 This could, for example, include setting up a local-authority-owned company for acquiring and selling plots to self-builders, or providing loans to self-builders or associations of self-builders.
The wider-reaching benefits of a presumed permission self-build framework

The benefits of presumed permission for self-builders are self-evident. Self-builders would have a near-certain route to planning permission as long as their plans meet the requirements of their local self-build framework. Such liberalisation of the planning process would lead to an increase in both housing supply and homeownership, as people are able to build their own homes for themselves. The UK has an unusually low level of self-build construction, so it is unlikely that even large increases in the supply of self-build homes would lead to a drop in new homes constructed by other developers, and indeed, as discussed below, may increase supply from other sources.

Local communities would have greater democratic control over future development in their neighbourhoods and be able to develop a distinctive future identity. The self-build framework would promote better land use, particularly in areas with high land values, including replacing poor quality homes, adding storeys to existing homes, or building on small brownfield plots. This would maximise the potential of already developed land, further reducing the need for future sprawl or inappropriate development. Communities would be given a route to promote innovative design through the local self-build framework, such as eco-homes or offsite construction methods.

Self-build frameworks would also reduce land prices. Land with planning permission attracts such a premium because of its scarcity. As nearly all land would have
presumed permission for self-build developments, land prices would adjust to take this into account. If local authorities decided to buy land to release to self-builders, they could be able to do so at closer to existing use values, as the land’s value might not increase so markedly if sold on as individual plots. With greater certainty surrounding self-builds, it should also become easier for self-builders to acquire finance to fund the construction of their new home. This would create a virtuous circle: as self-build construction became a more established route, mortgage and loan products for self-builds would become more mainstream.

Although the framework is specifically intended to help boost the number of self-build homeowners, the framework could also benefit larger developers. UK developers are less likely to use innovative building techniques than elsewhere (Pan et al. 2007), and, as previously noted, they build homes of a lower quality. A system that provides presumed permission for self-builds would also reinvigorate large-scale developers as the housebuilding market is opened up to a wider range of consumers: the additional competition from self-builders would promote innovation, as the unique selling point of large housebuilders would no longer be their ability to acquire plots of land. The framework would act as a signal for local appetite for development in both scale and style, allowing developers and planning authorities to prioritise developments that meet local

7 While not within the scope of this proposal, there are logical extensions to this policy which could include large developers providing serviced plots for self-builders as Section 106 contributions, or encouraging housing associations or community land trusts to buy land on behalf of self-builders.
needs, making the planning process more straightforward, and leading to large-scale developments which are more customised to their community.

But, to reiterate, perhaps the biggest impact of presumed permission for small developments would be its effect on the national psyche. We currently believe we are unable to solve our housing crisis, while other countries seem perfectly capable of building quality homes (Letwin 2018). Elsewhere, even in densely populated cities, individuals and groups are routinely able to build their own homes. Self-build frameworks would provide a democratic route for communities to shape the future identity of their neighbourhoods, and home building and homeownership would be increased. Having a clear policy advocating self-build would send a strong signal that individuals can aspire to create their own homes, and build a new can-do attitude to home building and homeownership.
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4 SIMPLIFIED PLANNING ZONES AND THE REALIGNMENT OF FISCAL INCENTIVES

Daniel Pycock and Charles Shaw

Summary

This essay analyses the UK housing market, examines current housing policies, and suggests politically feasible reforms that would increase the proportion of homeowners and number of houses built in the UK.

The UK is in the midst of an acute housing affordability crisis which is particularly evident in London and southeast England. The main causes of this crisis are policies implemented over several decades to contain urban expansion.

We demonstrate that the UK’s land-use policies and fiscal incentives distort the housing market, while the planning system adversely affects house building and homeownership.

The government has introduced policies to address these issues, but the majority are costly, ineffective and welfare-reducing, if not outright amplifiers of the original problems.

1 Highly Commended Prize Winner.
This essay argues that the UK should introduce a system of Simplified Planning Zones which would eliminate the need for land-use planning permission, and exclude Section 106 and other complications from planning permission for development.

Beyond these Simplified Planning Zones, the essay also argues for the realignment of fiscal incentives at local level to encourage local authorities to approve applications in the development control framework that prevails.

The current state of the housing market

The UK is notable for its complex planning regime focused on urban containment. This uses the development control framework established by the Town and Country Planning Act, enforced by local authorities using development plans, ‘green belt’ designations, height and density restrictions, and protected views schemes. Against this backdrop, a key long-term political concern is the lack of affordable dwellings for purchase or rent. UK house prices are extraordinarily high, and housing in London and the southeast of England is some of the most expensive and cramped in the world.

Internationally, a ‘comparable apartment’ in London trails only Hong Kong and Monaco in price, and Hong

---

2 The first green belts were established around London, Birmingham and Sheffield in the 1930s. The Green Belt (London and Home Counties) Act and the Town and Country Planning Act then allowed local authorities to purchase land and include land in development plans for green belt purposes. In 1955, government circular 42/55 asked local authorities to consider protecting land by the ‘formal designation of clearly-defined green belts’.
Kong and Bermuda in rents (Global Property Index 2017). Housing costs are also high when measured relative to income. A standard measure of affordability is the ratio of median house price to median annual full-time earnings. In fifteen years, that ratio has increased from 5.06 to 7.78 in England and Wales, and 6.38 to 10.26 in southeast England. In London, where affordability is at its worst since records began, the ratio has grown from 6.57 to 12.36, while the median rent-to-income ratio has climbed from 1:5 to 1:3 (ONS 2018).

The current lack of housing affordability has not developed overnight. UK house prices have grown faster than in any other OECD country over the last four decades, and have strongly outperformed real GDP per capita growth. However, UK house prices are also extremely volatile. As Hilber and Vermeulen (2016) have demonstrated, volatility in real UK house prices is significantly higher than the most volatile areas of the US. The cause of this is the decline in per capita terms of housebuilding since the 1970s, as well as the concomitant ‘lack of supply responsiveness to changes in demand’ identified by Barker (2004).

On average, people in employment could expect to pay approximately 7.6 times earnings to buy a home in England and Wales in 2016, up from 3.6 times in 1997. The median price for residential property in England and Wales increased by 259 per cent between 1997 and 2016; median earnings increased by 68 per cent in the same period.

---

3 In the period 1967 to 1982, UK house prices grew at an average annual rate of 7.88 per cent. In the period 1982 to 2017, they grew at an average annual rate of 8.91 per cent.
During the period 1967 to 1991, the UK built approximately 5.7 million new-build dwellings. The population increased by 4.5 per cent, or 2.5 million people, in this period. From 1991 to 2016, the UK built just over 3.5 million dwellings, with population growth of 14.3 per cent, or 8.2 million people (Cheshire et al. 2018). Taking into account factors such as densification, this implies a shortfall of at least three million housing units before considering the ongoing deficit between housing starts and population growth. The average market participant, then, lives in artificially cramped housing and is priced out from upsizing. In the meantime, the young and highly skilled are displaced into suboptimal living arrangements by ever-increasing rents (MCHLG 2018).

This is an important point, not least because, since 2011, spatial misallocation has limited the number working in London’s scientific, technological, engineering, research and other sectors. This hurts productivity and is estimated

4 The impact of immigration is beyond the scope of this paper. The microeconomic evidence is that house prices are subject to a negative income effect (Sa 2011). There is also a narrative for London between 1951 and 2011 with net population growth = 0.0 per cent and a real rise in house prices of 463 per cent (Cheshire et al. 2018). The macroeconomic case is inconclusive, but would indicate that immigration does push up average house prices.

5 The problem is aggravated by the deadweight loss of the highly inefficient Stamp Duty Land Tax, which adversely affects short distance moves and impedes other housing transactions. It is worth noting that UK revenue from SDLT has tripled in recent years from £2.9 billion (2008/09) to £8.6 billion (2016/17). But, to quantify the loss in economic terms, Hilber and Lyytikäinen (2017) found that with assumptions regarding the value of forgone transactions, the welfare loss was roughly 80 per cent of the revenue raised. Best and Kleven (2017) also find sizeable welfare losses, although they do not report numbers that would allow us to access the marginal cost of public funds. See also Mirrlees et al. (2011) and Besley et al. (2014).
to have reduced aggregate UK GDP by between 13 per cent and 30 per cent (Hsieh and Moretti 2018; Myers 2017). On the margins of market clearing, meanwhile, are those who approach, but never quite reach, the deposit requirements to purchase their first home.

But what has caused the decline in house building that we have identified? From a production perspective, the factor of land has increased in price from the equivalent of 50 per cent to 200 per cent of GDP in the last fifty years (Cheshire 2009; Schumacher 2018). To dig deeper, however, we need to look at the planning system.

How the planning system works

The first stage of the planning system arises from land use regulations of the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order, which prescribes and designates categories for land use. If an individual plans to convert commercial premises or farmland to housing, they first require permission related to land use. The building plans are then submitted to the local planning authority (LPA), which ‘assesses the plan to ensure it is in keeping with development plans, existing infrastructure, permitted use, dimensions and materials as appropriate to the area’, and reaches a decision (MCHLG 2012). If the decision is objected to, it can be appealed, firstly to the Planning Inspectorate, and ultimately to the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government.

There are many problems with how this system works in practice. In economic terms, we know that the restriction
of land supply is a key factor. There is an unavoidable aspect to this, including the prohibitive cost of developing brownfield sites and the unfeasibility of building on certain topographies. Yet there is also an aspect that is unnecessary and artificial. A study of the distribution of green belt designation, for instance, would show that the inclination of an LPA to protect undeveloped land with green belt designation is positively correlated with the acuteness of local housing need. Assuming the obstacle of land use has been overcome in the design stage, however, there are then hurdles to acquiring planning permission for the development itself.

One hurdle could include, for instance, the objections of local residents. Another could be Section 106 obligations (see Chapter 1). The largest hurdle, however, is the uncertainty of the outcome of the planning committee(s) of the LPA(s) themselves. The evidence shows that the proportion of planning applications rejected by LPAs is, again, positively correlated to the acuteness of housing need (Cheshire et al. 2018). Moreover, Hilber and Vermeulen (2016) have estimated that regulatory constraints were responsible for over half the increase in UK house prices from 1974 to 2008. This suggests not only that UK house prices would be 35 per cent lower had the planning system been abolished, but

---

6 For example, about 17 per cent of land is peat bog, moor and heathland; 13 per cent is woodland and forests; another percentage is unsuitable due to gradient or elevation (etc.).

7 The average amount of green belt that is arable land (i.e. suitable for development) is 35 per cent. It is higher in, for example, Cambridge (74 per cent) and Oxford (44 per cent).
also that house prices in the southeast of England would be 25 per cent lower if it had the regulatory restrictiveness (or lack thereof) of the northeast.

But what is behind this regional problem? A lack of incentives, for one. There are weak incentives for local authorities to approve residential development. Under the current arrangements, local authorities are funded by fees, local taxes and central government grants – the formulae of which offset any medium-term gains from expanding the council tax base. Moreover, the cost of infrastructure for residential developments may be borne by local authorities, which means that developments become a net loss. This empowers the Nimby representations made by local residents (often acting rationally by protecting the value of their housing investment), with which planning officers are often inclined to concur. All these factors mean that the planning system is arguably responsible for 70 per cent of the increase in UK house prices since the 1970s. The planning system is thus the foremost factor.

**Other problems with the housing market**

There are multiple problems with the housing market, notwithstanding the negative effects of the planning system. Perhaps the most obvious is a lack of political leadership, represented by the fact that Kit Malthouse, Minister of State for Housing from July 2018 to July 2019, was the seventeenth occupant of that office in two decades. Then there are further aspects of the planning system that place an obligation on residential developers to allocate a
percentage to ‘affordable housing’. This is negotiated with the local planning authority. The outcome is uncertain and unknown until very late in the process, so developers can only estimate land prices and secure working capital for the project at the last minute.

Figure 9  Annual dividends for the top five housebuilders as a share of profits

This is particularly onerous for small housebuilding firms, and constitutes a significant barrier to entry. It partly explains the trend of high-volume builders growing from a 31 per cent market share in 2008 to over 60 per cent today, and it is why the House of Lords (2016) concluded that the market had ‘all the characteristics of an oligopoly’ (see Figure 9). In such circumstances, the Lords continued, ‘it is rational for private enterprise to optimise profits rather than volume, [and to limit] their uncertainty in a market characterised by constant Government intervention.

and cyclical risk’. The future, if industry consolidation is not tackled, is one of contrived scarcity to maximise profitability per unit over volume, and competitors lacking access to finance and land. Yet this is not all.

As recession faded, an increasing proportion of profits was distributed to investors, rather than reinvested to boost output. Using KPMG’s costs (2008) and Barratt’s (2015) average housebuilding cost per unit of £52,000, we can estimate development costs per unit to be £104,000. Applying the average cost to the biggest housebuilders, the £936 million distributed to shareholders in 2015 could have funded an additional 9,000 dwellings (6 per cent of output).

Meanwhile, from 2013 to Q2 2017 inclusive, 135,000 homes were sold under Help to Buy. The four biggest housebuilders over the same period saw their combined pre-tax profits increase by 388 per cent. In 2016, 56 per cent of Persimmon homes and 44 per cent of Barratt homes were sold under Help to Buy (and over 25 per cent of Help to Buy homes have been sold as leaseholds).

Government policies intended to alleviate the housing affordability crisis have often made it worse. Help to Buy was introduced in 2013 to improve the balance sheet of borrowers and to stimulate housing demand. The scheme consisted of multiple options, the most generous of which allowed aspiring owners to purchase a new-build home with a 5 per cent deposit. Housing subsidies such as these have perverse effects. When housing markets are tightly regulated and where there is inflexible supply, subsidies have the effect of reducing homeownership (Hilber and
The government has long argued for such schemes due to their potential ability to reduce the risk of household income exposure to house prices. Yet Benetton et al. (2018) show that these were predominantly used by households to buy properties they would otherwise not have been able to afford. Hence, contrary to its stated objectives, Help to Buy has improved neither borrowers’ balance sheets nor household risk exposure.  

**Suggested policy response**

The UK requires housebuilding on a scale analogous to the 1950s, when then Minister for Housing and Local Government Harold MacMillan was tasked with building 300,000 homes per annum. It requires the volume of construction achieved by the New Town Corporations of the 1960s, executed with the market nous of the London Docklands Development Corporation in the 1980s. The current target for new dwellings of 300,000 per annum is inadequate, and should be increased to 500,000 to account for historical undersupply. Development ought to be driven by private sector financing under a demand-led planning regime.

Yet such suggestions in themselves are not policies. Moreover, it is important to highlight the fact that if there

---

8 Furthermore, in markets with less regulation and flexible supply, subsidies have a positive effect on homeownership only for the highest income quantile groups, thus making the policy regressive regardless.

9 Regrettably, there are multiple issues (among them Stamp Duty Land Tax, the importance of technology, etc.) that, for the sake of brevity, we must overlook.
were a ‘silver bullet’ policy which would increase homeownership and be politically feasible, such a policy would have been included in a manifesto. There can therefore only be multiple policies to improve the number of houses built and the rate of homeownership.\textsuperscript{10} This essay therefore recommends a three-pronged policy response to alleviate the housing shortage and rejuvenate our property-owning democracy. When analysed alone, these recommendations would be necessary but not sufficient. If implemented in a mutually reinforcing way, however, they would lead to a material process of conversion and change.

The first recommendation is a simplification of the planning process. This can be achieved effectively by eliminating ‘development control’ and instituting a rules-based and market-oriented zoning system. The implementation of this would be feasible through Simplified Planning Zone (SPZ) pilot schemes in certain local authorities, to be followed by a roll-out across the country. It would ensure the efficient allocation of land and a simplified planning process with higher certainty of outcome. It would also alleviate the artificial scarcity of land and remove the need to acquire planning permission for any change of land use.

Instead, certain areas would be marked for residential use, and – within those zones – there would be an automatic presumption of development. The objections

\textsuperscript{10} It is also important to draw attention at this point to false solutions. The idea that brownfield sites could – even at 100 per cent utilisation – provide 60 per cent of estimated housing need or that expropriating 200,000 privately owned, unoccupied homes, would remotely make a significant impact on the housing crisis is not correct.
of neighbours could only proceed if the developer is in articulable breach of building regulations. This would remove the need for lengthy public consultations and also eliminate negotiations for Section 106, thereby alleviating delays that hit the largest developments and smallest housebuilding firms hardest, and invigorating supply-side market competitiveness.

The second recommendation, which is conditional on the pilot scheme phase of the first, is that central government obliges local authorities to critically review their designated green belts, height and density restrictions, ‘protected view’ corridors, and other planning constraints, for market failure. This can be implemented either by government circular or through inclusion in the National Planning Policy Framework. Where areas of market failure are identified, and development could reasonably be argued to exceed opportunity costs, the government should then consider imposing an SPZ. This should especially be the case in London, where a relaxation of the Metropolitan Green Belt on just 5 per cent of its land would be enough to provide over 1 million new homes at unambitious densities within 15 minutes’ walk of an existing tube or railway station (Papworth 2016).

The third and final recommendation is to reintroduce fiscal incentives at local level to permit development. This would stimulate housebuilding outside SPZs by aligning local tax revenues per capita to residential development.

11 A lack of buy-in from local authorities could necessitate a nationwide survey for planning failure either by the Planning Inspectorate or an independent body.
It would incentivise LPAs not only to approve more good planning applications, but also to encourage them and improve them, even under a development control framework. In nearly all cases, there are no such incentives in place in the UK. The only local tax is based on (outdated) property values and, compared internationally, this is irrelevant to the UK tax framework. As such, the Mirrlees Review (Mirrlees et al. 2011) recommended it ought to have more weight, and this essay endorses these proposals.

This essay further advises that such proposals could be implemented in a revenue-neutral way either by adjusting the formulae with which central government grants are awarded, by introducing a residential development precept on new builds, or by the introduction of a value added tax on housing consumption. This would give councils full control over their council tax revenues and prevent central government from offsetting extra revenue in the medium term against the funding given to councils by grant. This scheme should be run alongside the initiative proposed by Bosetti and Sims (2016) to train councillors and officers such that they have the expertise to confidently guide developers towards high quality development.

The reform of the housing market also needs to include the elimination of demand side (e.g. Help to Buy) and supply side (e.g. Starter Homes Land Fund) subsidies. It needs to see a reinvigoration of competitiveness on the supply side and the removal of unhelpful barriers and regulations that get in the way of building homes. It might be more efficient, for instance, to see a fairly uniform densification of existing urban areas, the transformation of brownfield sites into
urban green space and for construction to take place on a small percentage of the green belt. The core argument of this essay, however, is that we can and have to find a feasible and Pareto-improving way of reforming the planning system. This is because housing is highly income elastic (OBR 2014), and therefore the improvement of affordability is almost entirely dependent on supply. With incentives and training for local authorities to encourage development on the one hand, and SPZs on the other, we believe we have struck the right balance to enable housebuilders to build, for house prices to gradually adjust in a more competitive market, for housing affordability to improve relative to income, and therefore for homeownership to increase.
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Summary

The UK’s housing shortage can best be characterised as a deficiency in supply arising from the high cost of development. A significant proportion of the cost can be attributed to the price of land, which is kept artificially high by planning measures such as the green belt. But comprehensive liberalisation of the land market is not politically viable at present. Given this, any policy fix needs to maintain the protected status of large swathes of green belt land, while simultaneously finding a way to increase the availability of buildable areas.

This essay proposes a system of ‘transferable development rights’ in response, which would essentially ‘compensate’ those affected by development on green belt land and could be used by local authorities to incentivise the construction of affordable accommodation. It also explores the housing crisis in greater detail, as well as
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attempting to dispel some potential objections to this proposed reform.

**What is the housing crisis?**

In the last forty years, house prices have increased by 4,300 per cent (Legal & General 2014). If wages had risen at the same rate, the average couple with children would earn an additional £44,000 a year and the average single person would earn an addition £29,000 per year (ibid.). As a result, the aspiration of owning one’s own home seems totally out of reach to many of the school-leavers of today. In essence, these figures show that the housing crisis can be characterised as a dramatic increase in accommodation costs relative to the rise in wages.

Standard economic theory would dictate that a rapid surge in prices should be met with a corresponding increase in supply. Despite an abundance of land, though, the construction industry’s response has been lacklustre. One explanation for this is that the high fixed costs of housebuilding make the supply of new homes inelastic, significantly dampening the effect of higher prices on total output. Another view is that planning restrictions and controls on the supply of land have contributed hugely to the expense associated with construction. The empirical evidence behind this second claim is strong. According to the ONS (2018), 72 per cent of the price of a new home can be attributed to the cost of the land. In 1995, it was 55 per cent. Ultimately, the supply of housing is contingent upon the supply of land, so ensuring that both markets operate effectively is imperative.
The green belt

One of the most draconian aspects of UK planning law is the use of green belts around our towns and cities. Conceived in the post-war era of central planning, it was hoped that conserving chunks of countryside near major built-up areas would prevent ‘urban sprawl’ and safeguard England’s green and pleasant land. Seventy years on, 13 per cent of English land is now designated as green belt on which development is essentially prohibited. The effect has been to stifle the natural outward growth of cities, restricting the supply of housing in the areas which require it the most. The great irony of the green belt is that, contrary to popular opinion, it is not exclusively made up of land which is of high environmental value or cultural significance. Some of it is already used for housing or public infrastructure; 35 per cent of it is used for intensive agriculture. In fact, it is estimated that 11 per cent of the UK’s brownfield sites are on green belt land (Barker 2004). Simply put, arbitrarily deciding that land cannot be built on because of its proximity to another urban centre is not only illogical, it also has an incredibly distortionary effect on the property market. Given this, there is growing acceptance among economists that it is necessary to reform the restrictions on the supply of land.

Framing the dilemma

Outlining these issues helps us to begin to characterise the type of reform which is economically sound. It should be
clear that mustering the necessary political will to comprehensively liberalise green belt legislation would be a futile exercise. However, it is equally apparent that tackling the housing crisis will involve increasing the supply of land available for development. Any viable policy solution, though, will merely be an adaptation of existing rules.

It is worth pausing here to consider some of the arguments made in favour of the green belt to better understand what it is that people truly care about when they say they are in favour of its continued preservation. The popularly accepted line is that placing special protections on land around cities is necessary to prevent urban sprawl, conserve natural environments, and ensure the countryside retains an aesthetically desirable appearance. To an economist, though, these issues represent potential externalities associated with the development of housing. For instance, building homes may impose a cost on incumbent residents by spoiling their view. As Corkindale (2004) puts it, ‘The environmental externalities associated with land development are, arguably, the main reason why land use planning policy is needed at all. Without them, there would be no real objection to allowing the market to determine how, where and when land is developed’.

It may seem obvious, but a thorough consideration of externalities is fundamental to anyone seeking to draft a potential reform to UK planning law. Even so, we have already established that green belt land is not as pristine as most people imagine it to be. The externality argument, therefore, is somewhat exaggerated. Despite this, by fully acknowledging the expressed concerns, we can avoid
political pitfalls when framing a solution. If we accept that there is an externality associated with housebuilding, then we can focus our attention towards measures which seek to ‘internalise’ the social costs. Put simply, we need to find a way to compensate those affected by housing development to reflect the loss of welfare they endure.

**A market-based solution: ‘transferable development rights’**

Taking inspiration from a well-known method of pricing the externalities associated with pollution, transferable development rights (TDRs) seek to put a value on the cost of urban development. This is not a new idea and has been tested in certain parts of the US.

The scheme begins by ‘zoning’ the land available, dividing it between protected and unprotected zones. Sites of cultural significance and areas which are environmentally sensitive will belong to the former category, while the remaining land makes up the latter. Development rights are then assigned to landowners in the protected zones. These rights, however, can only be exercised in the unprotected zones. As a result, developers have to purchase these rights in order to obtain planning permission. Importantly, the TDRs are exhaustible and essentially give permanent protected status to the land from which they arise. Some schemes also dictate that planning restrictions can be relaxed if the developer is willing to purchase additional rights. In essence, this prices the external cost of construction and compensates landowners
who have an interest in protecting the land around their property.

Clark and Downes (1996) looked at one of the most successful implementations of a TDR scheme. They wrote, ‘The New Jersey Pinelands project is an important example of an innovative method that appears to have achieved community support for environmental protection while respecting ecological, economic, and cultural factors in land-use planning’ (ibid.).

Emulating the features from successful projects such as this is necessary to ensure the reform achieves its objectives when applied to UK land policy. The Pinelands case study fulfils several conditions which set it apart from other trials. Firstly, there must be sufficient demand for development. Given the soaring price of new homes in the UK, one would hope this condition would be satisfied. Secondly, development must be able to cover the additional cost of the TDR. This is more of an unknown, as it is hard to say exactly what valuation landowners will place on their development rights. Despite this, the additional cost is not an issue as long as it offsets the downward effect on the price of land. Finally, the market for TDRs must be viable. In other words, buyers and sellers must be able to find each other and agree on a price.

In practice, many TDR schemes address this issue of market viability by making use of a ‘credit bank’ administered by the local authority. Its role is essentially to facilitate transactions between buyers and sellers. Moreover, this would allow local authorities to adopt a complementary policy, ‘density transfer charges’ (DTCs) (Pruetz 2016).
These would allow developers to ‘top up’ their development rights from the local authority, although this does not necessarily ensure that affected parties are fully compensated. DTCs have the advantage, though, of giving local decision makers flexibility over their local planning policy. As long as there is sufficient public oversight, this will enhance the democratic nature of the new planning system. It also addresses instances where there is ‘common’ land which has no legal owner.

A replacement for the green belt?

The policy proposal involves adapting this idea to make it appropriate for application to the green belt, and, more generally, to the UK’s housing shortage. Implementation would begin, as described above, by zoning protected land. A significant proportion will of course be preserved, especially if it is already designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Additionally, agricultural land could also be given special protected status, as would sites of important cultural significance. Once such areas have been identified, we would be left with land that is deemed acceptable for development. Importantly, significant control over which land should be preserved would be given to local councils, either at district or parish level. Only if local authorities proved reluctant to liberalise would central government impose a requirement to free up certain land. However, the aim should be to devolve as much power over planning control as possible. Communities are the best judges of their own interests and are ideally placed
to decide which land should be conserved and which has low environmental value. More fundamentally, local oversight might be necessary to make these reforms politically palatable.

TDRs are then allocated to landowners in the protected areas or held in trust by the local authority if the land is unowned. To build in the development zones, one would need to obtain a TDR. The effect of the right would be to liberalise the planning restrictions facing the developer. By purchasing additional rights, developers would be allowed to pursue more elaborate construction projects. For instance, they would be able to build at higher densities or to a greater height. This would open up the opportunity of development on green belt land while disincentivising highly disruptive construction.

Responsibility for the administration of the TDR scheme would be given to local authorities, who would operate a credit bank system as mentioned above. This would also allow councils to release additional rights (or density transfer charges, as we have called them) to meet local needs. For example, one of the most talked about aspects of the housing crisis is the lack of affordable new homes. Authorities would be able to use the TDR system as a way to reward or punish developers for their performance against this objective by granting additional rights to those who have a track record of producing high-quality, low-cost dwellings. In essence, TDRs give councils a market-based instrument to encourage the construction of homes for which there is the greatest need.
What is the political advantage of this scheme? We have already discussed how the relinquishment of land zoning control to local authorities adds a democratic aspect to a TDR system. On top of this, though, the marketisation of planning rights is essentially a quid pro quo for liberalising green belt land. After all, we can assume that part of the value of existing property in these areas is attributable to its protected status. Therefore, a case could be made that property owners should be compensated for any significant changes to the planning system. As Pruetz (2016) puts it, ‘these programs offer [TDRs] as a gesture of fairness to the owners of properties subject to restrictions designed to protect certain community benefits such as prime farmland or sensitive watersheds’. From an economic point of view, TDRs also internalise the externalities of development by placing a price on the social cost of housebuilding. Moreover, reallocating this expense to those affected enhances the optimality of the land reform: everyone is either as well off as, or better off than, they were before. Overall, TDRs create an economic incentive for land market liberalisation, making it sufficiently politically appealing.

Potential criticisms

Adding an additional cost to the development of land in order to bring down house prices seems counter-intuitive. Surely we want to make housebuilding as cheap as possible. As we have already seen, however, a substantial proportion of the cost of new homes is accounted for by
the price of the land. Although charging a fee for planning rights would be an additional expense, this would only have an adverse effect on housing supply if the cost were greater than the simultaneous fall in the price of land as green belt areas are liberalised.

In response to this, some might argue that a more effective solution would be to just declassify the green belt without commodifying planning rights. And they would be correct. As we have already established, though, this is politically impossible. TDRs help us to circumvent the widespread opposition one might expect by compensating those with a vested interest in protecting the green belt. More fundamentally, under a TDR scheme development is contingent upon the permanent conservation of land in specified zones. Returning planning rights to individuals is a method by which we can properly enshrine this in law.

**Conclusion**

Unlocking the supply of land is a necessary step to fix the housing crisis. As a result, a policy solution needs to make the liberalisation of land supply publicly appealing, while also conforming to economic logic. Applying a system of transferable development rights to the green belt would achieve just this. From an economic perspective, such a policy would internalise the externalities associated with development. It would also be politically appealing: those most vigorously opposed to green belt reform would stand to gain. In brief, the TDR scheme would apply the principles of voluntary exchange to planning permission.
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TAKING ON ESTABLISHED INTERESTS:
A NEW APPROACH TO LAND TO
SOLVE THE HOUSING SHORTAGE

William Watts and Luke McWatters

Summary

Inflated land prices due to years of artificial restrictions on supply are at the core of our housing woes. As land now makes up the majority of the cost of new housing, tackling this issue is at the heart of addressing high prices, as well as creating space for new construction.

The proposed Land and Liberty Act would remove the designation of green belt completely, freeing up land for development in areas of high value and high demand around major urban centres. Meanwhile, it would maintain picturesque areas by extending Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs).

Planning permission rules create unnecessary barriers to entry for smaller construction firms and restrict the overall supply of land for housing, driving up prices. The Land and Liberty Act will loosen and streamline these...
rules, particularly for changing land use on agricultural land towards construction.

Agricultural subsidies restrict large swathes of land to inefficient use. As the UK leaves the European Union (EU), the Act will withdraw all such subsidies in five years. This will incentivise farmers in areas of high housing demand to sell off land to developers and lead to an increase in the housing stock.

The problem of UK land use

Land prices in the UK are out of control. Fifty years ago, total UK land values amounted to around 50 per cent of GDP; now they are worth 200 per cent (Schumacher 2018). Land prices have been driven up by state-imposed restrictions on supply, backed up by entrenched political interests defending the status quo. This rise in the price of land has been transferred directly to housing, with land now making up most of the cost of new constructions. At present, the primary barrier to homeownership is the high price of housing itself. Since 1997, house prices have grown by around 6 per cent annually, twice as fast as earnings (Hamptons International 2016: 7). The result of this is long-term renting and a gradual increase in the median age of first-time buyers. To increase the number and proportion of property owners, the ever-increasing gap between earnings and house prices must be reduced. Tackling our land problem is the most effective way of doing this.

Our proposal, the Land and Liberty Act, gets to the heart of the issue of land. The Act will push away the
system of command economics which has restricted hous-
ing supply and forced up house prices for decades. The in-
itiative has three parts, which together will move land use
towards housing, and help lower house prices to increase
homeownership.

The first part is removing the designation of vast swathes
of valuable land around urban areas as green belt, opening
up opportunities for building where housing is most in
demand. The second part will loosen and streamline the
planning system, particularly with regard to changing
land use towards housebuilding on agricultural land. This
will encourage the freeing up of land while still maintain-
ing individual choice for landowners. The third part will
complement the loosening of planning on agricultural
land. This will be through a gradual, but total, withdrawal
of agricultural subsidies to realign land towards its most
productive purposes. Due to excess demand for homes, a
freer market will see land use move towards housing. By
parting with a dysfunctional set of interventionist rules
and principles on land, this initiative will give the market
the space it needs to deliver for the future of housing and
our society.

Re-evaluation of green belt designated land

Green belts strangle the most productive areas of our
country by restricting the supply of housing near where
demand is highest. This directly contributes to a lack of
housing stock and inflated prices within and around the
urban areas themselves. Furthermore, the reality is that
much of the UK’s green belt is not as idyllic as depicted by countryside campaigners and the media. The special designation of this land by the government has become increasingly harmful and wasteful over the policy’s lifetime, with the negatives of restricted housing supply now clearly outweighing the benefits.

The Land and Liberty Act would remove the designation of any UK land as green belt. This will unleash housebuilding by construction companies eager to capitalise on areas of extremely high demand and profitability on the edge of major cities. The potential for increased housing stock is astounding. In London, where the green belt is an absurd three times the size of the city it encloses (Mace et al. 2016: 20), research suggests that just 3.7 per cent of this land could accommodate one million homes (Adam Smith Institute 2015). Greenfield sites also make up most of this land. They are far cheaper to build on than brownfield sites mostly located in central urban areas. Fear of construction on greenfield land is misplaced. Greenfield land offers cheaper production costs for firms as, unlike brownfield land, there is no need for expensive land use changes or clean-up operations on the site. Therefore, greenfield land offers a valuable opportunity to keep housing costs down, making it more accessible and giving more people the ability to buy newly constructed properties rather than just rent.

The political challenge of reforming the green belt is enormous. To increase this policy’s viability, areas will be preserved with the extension of the Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) designation. Some areas already
possess this, such as the Surrey Hills, which lie to the south of London’s green belt. This will quell some concerns, while still providing a massive boost to the housing stock. The market will be able to step in to satisfy the huge demand around many of the country’s cities, including London, Oxford and Cambridge, which are affected by centrally imposed restrictions dating back to the 1940s. This will markedly reduce the housing shortage in these highly populated regions and thus, by extension, in the country as a whole.

Reforming the system of planning

The current web of planning conditions and permissions is antiquated and draconian. It is a clear cause of inflated house prices and supply shortages. The cost of land with planning compared with agricultural land demonstrates this problem. The weighted average price of one hectare of land with residential planning permission is around £6 million, compared with a mere £21,000 for one hectare of a typical agricultural site (DCLG 2015). This is an outrageous situation, emblematic of the artificial constraints placed on the housing supply.

The Land and Liberty Act will significantly loosen and streamline planning permission rules. In particular, the initiative will make a change in land use much more easily achievable on agricultural land. In tandem with the removal of agricultural subsidies, this will help allow those who farm in areas of high housing demand, such as green belts, to change land use towards construction: the land can then be sold off by its owners for significant
profits. With this incentive in place, houses are more likely to be built where they are most needed. Where housing is most in demand, there will exist a greater enticement for farmers to change land use due to the potential for gains. Housebuilding should then see significant improvements in regions where supply is failing to meet current demand.

The planning changes in the Land and Liberty Act will lead not only to a greater stock of housing but also an increased number and proportion of property owners. With planning much easier to obtain, the cost of land with planning should fall significantly due to increased supply. This means cheaper costs of production for construction companies, lowering housing costs and increasing scope for individuals on lower incomes to take out mortgages. Furthermore, streamlined planning rules will increase competition by enabling smaller firms to operate more easily in the market. The economist Michael Ball explains the advantages larger construction firms possess in a planning environment such as exists at present: ‘larger enterprises have employee skill-bases, capital-bases and land banks that enable them to spread risks, lower financing costs, improve negotiating positions with land-owners and facilitate strategic actions’ (Ball 2003: 909).

Simpler planning rules will therefore reduce the advantages big companies currently have in negotiating power with the authorities. This will lower barriers to entry in the housing market and increase competition. With smaller firms more easily able to operate in the new conditions established, larger construction companies will be less
able to exploit their market power. This will drive down prices of new housing, boosting affordability and thus homeownership.

The removal of agricultural subsidies

The current agricultural subsidy regime is a perfect example of ‘an unholy coalition of the do-gooders on the one hand and the special interests on the other’ (Heffner and Friedman 1975), who come together to reduce market efficiency. The EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has an impact on the agricultural sector that is well established: reduced competition and inefficient farms shielded from market forces. However, what is not often considered is its negative effect on the land supply of the UK and the knock-on effect this has on housing costs.

The CAP creates perverse incentives that are damaging to both the housing market and the overall economy. At present an estimated 42 per cent of farms would make a loss without these subsidies (The Economist 2018), which suggests that an excess of land is occupied by (a minority of) unproductive farms. Part of the solution to increasing housebuilding and reducing its shortage lies in freeing up this land, and, once freed, this land will help reduce the biggest single cost of new houses. It is therefore vital that, upon the UK’s departure from the EU, these subsidies are discontinued.

The Land and Liberty Act proposes the total abolition of agricultural subsidies over five years. This will streamline the agricultural sector by boosting the efficiency of
remaining farms. Through this process, the inevitable closure of a number of inefficient farms will create space for new housing projects, undoing the unintended damage the subsidies have wreaked on the housing market. The previously mentioned disparity between the low cost of agricultural land compared with land with planning creates an incentive for inefficient farms near urban centres to convert to residential areas. The phasing out of agricultural subsidies will help to restore a free market in land, which will stabilise at an equilibrium where enough housing is provided and high output farms remain. Since the main barrier to homeownership is the high price of housing itself, the increased supply of land should reduce prices and increase the number of people able to buy housing.

**Political considerations**

The gap between what is politically possible and what is economically necessary has often put politicians off enacting structural reforms. In the case of the housing shortage, such hesitation is unnecessary.

One potential challenge to this initiative is that, since around 65 per cent of households are owner-occupiers (Barton 2017: 3), any policy that sees house prices fall, or even stop increasing, could be viewed as politically unfeasible. However, once the long-term interests of property owners are taken into account, it becomes clear that a slowdown in house prices would benefit many people. Data released by the Office for National Statistics show that the percentage of young adults living with their parents in the
UK has risen from 21 per cent in 1996 to 26 per cent in 2017, rising from 2.7 million to 3.4 million in the last two decades (Bulman 2017). If this problem remains unresolved, many parents will have to pay large sums to help purchase their children’s first homes. Furthermore, most owner-occupiers do not intend to sell the property on which they have spent many years paying off a mortgage. If we truly wish to rejuvenate our property-owning democracy, young people must be able to become independent homeowners, and a stabilisation of house prices is the only way of achieving this.

Another challenge may be that the withdrawal of the subsidies to agriculture is politically difficult. However, enacting the policies prescribed by the Land and Liberty Act actually offers many farmers an opportunity to benefit. As outlined, the combination of subsidy removal and the easing of planning restrictions on changing land use will allow farmers to sell their land for a significant profit. With the lifting of regulations, the land will easily be converted into housing, meaning that many farmers will be well compensated. However, there will inevitably be some who are both inefficient and located away from areas of high housing demand. For these, the five-year withdrawal period will allow for long-term planning to deal with the subsidy removal and offer the opportunity to make changes to farming practices.

Furthermore, historical precedent exists for the subsidy removal. In 1984, New Zealand abolished almost all of its agricultural subsidies in a period of twelve months. Although in the short run this caused uncertainty and
low capital investment, in the long run the policy was a resounding success. Providing an extended phase-out period would minimise these impacts on investment and certainty. The Land and Liberty Act therefore offers a solution that is good for the housing sector but also fair to farmers.

Conclusion

Reforming the UK’s policy on land is the closest thing there is to a silver bullet that can solve the housing crisis. If the system is not reformed, the continuation of current housing trends is inevitable. This means further rises in the median age of first-time buyers, real increases in house prices, and a declining proportion of property owners. The Land and Liberty Act paves the way for markets in land and housing to transform the situation. It is a bold stand against overzealous centralised planning which dates back to the 1940s and against the regulations that have drastically restricted supply and inflated house prices. The initiative will free up land, giving the market the space to build houses where they are needed. With intensified competition, downward pressure on house prices will lower the biggest barrier to owning a home in Britain today. The three parts of this initiative will come together to fundamentally shift the balance of power towards the many young families and individuals struggling to find an affordable home. In the long term, it will inject new energy into our democracy by reopening the valuable opportunity of homeownership.
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Summary

There are several obstacles in the way of new housing construction, of which local opposition to new housing projects is the hardest to overcome, because no market-based mechanisms are available for meaningfully compensating the current residents for the financial downside and inconvenience caused by new housing.

The Localism 2.0 reform would enable local authorities to operate much more like independent businesses (i.e. with much greater freedom to earn money and to decide how best to spend it). This would make a market-based compensation mechanism eminently possible and would result in a large increase in the number of houses built, increasing the number and proportion of property owners in the UK. Market testing indicates that this reform would receive a high degree of support in Parliament and be embraced by the country.

The problem

There are several obstacles to new housing construction:
• Local opposition to new housing projects (Nimbyism).
• Difficulties for local authorities in obtaining the funds needed for housebuilding.
• Lack of a self-build tradition, which among other things leads to house construction in this country being dominated by a small number of large companies.
• ‘Land banking’ by the aforementioned large companies to maximise profits, etc.

The biggest (and hardest to overcome) of these obstacles is local opposition among current residents to new housing projects. The reason for this opposition is quite simple: in the vast majority of cases the proposed new construction brings no benefit to existing residents, only cost and inconvenience (reducing the capital appreciation potential of their homes, causing more traffic, less tranquillity, more crowded local schools and GP surgeries, etc.).

Given the above considerations, why would anybody not be opposed to new construction near where they live? Even though a gradually increasing number of current homeowners realise that their opposition to new development in their area might make it almost impossible for their children and grandchildren to buy their own homes, the societal benefits of more housebuilding are somewhat nebulous, spread country-wide and ‘sometime in the future’, while the costs to them of building ‘in their backyard’ are specific, direct and immediate.

What is currently missing is a politically permitted market mechanism whereby current residents would be
directly and tangibly compensated for the downsides to them of housebuilding nearby. Such a market-based mechanism would dramatically reduce local opposition to new housing projects.

This new mechanism will firstly have to be able to compensate (or even reward when possible) the current residents in tangible ways for the cost and inconvenience of new housing, and secondly mitigate the negatives which cannot be adequately compensated for by the former.

The first objective can be accomplished mainly via the combination of, firstly, direct financial benefits (especially to the residents who would be the most directly and tangibly affected by new housing) through sizeable reductions in taxes levied on them or sometimes possibly even through cash payments, and secondly the improvement in local government services that new housing would make possible due to an increased local tax base (i.e. new residents).

The second objective would be achieved by making sure that part of the new revenue associated with new housing developments would be used to upgrade and augment local infrastructure (schools, GP surgeries, etc.), so that an increase in the local population need not cause, or further exacerbate, shortages.

Moreover, local opposition to new housing developments can be further reduced if current residents are given enough say in the aesthetic design and layout of new developments. Under the current system, local decisions on architectural design issues can be implemented immediately (and indeed are already being implemented quite successfully in
a number of areas), though obtaining adequate funding for upgrading and scaling up local infrastructure often falters. Meanwhile, compensating or rewarding residents financially is not feasible, because in the UK approximately 95 per cent of taxes go straight to Westminster while local councils are permanently cash-strapped.

Metaphorically, under the current highly centralised system, local authorities operate like departments of a large and inefficient, internal-politics-driven corporation, whereby each (highly disempowered) department is given a fixed and inflexible ‘annual budget’ and is told what it must do, regardless of whether the distant CEO’s orders make sense or not.

**The policy vision**

The political reform that would properly address all the problems above must necessarily be centred on the meaningful fiscal (and also regulatory) empowerment of local councils, so that they have the necessary powers, flexibility and resources to react quickly to changing circumstances, and do what they know is right and needs to be done.

In practical terms, this means that local authorities (county and below) should be allowed to operate much more like independent businesses, whereby they have freedom and flexibility to decide how to earn money and how to spend it in the best way possible (just like all ‘normal’ businesses routinely do).

Under this paradigm, the primary mission of the local councils would be redefined. They would no longer be the
disempowered ‘implementation units’ of central government’s decisions and policies. Instead they would be free to make the best use of land for the benefit of their residents.

Local councils will be dealing with (and will seek to please) the following three groups of people:

- Paying customers (tax-paying residents and businesses).
- Investors (in cases where, for example, councils need to borrow money for major infrastructure projects – including building new houses).
- ‘Shareholders’ (all the residents of the area the council controls, because, unlike in the case of a ‘proper’ company, the ‘shareholding’ in this case will be defined by residency and not by investment, and hence will democratically represent the interests of residents).

This way, executives will have the necessary powers, resources and flexibility to do what is necessary to attract and keep ‘paying customers’ (i.e. residents and businesses) by making the area a desirable place to live (via low taxes and well-administered public services) and by creating a business-friendly environment (low taxes, sensible and benign regulations, availability of qualified employees living in the area).

The role of the councillors would be to be the ‘eyes and ears’ in each local area (thus democratically representing the voices of residents) and to sit on the ‘board of directors’ that would keep the (hired) executives accountable and
informed about everything happening in their area that might require their action.

This scheme brings the best features and practices of markets (that have made private enterprise so successful) into the field of government, while increasing the degree of democratic representation of the interests of everyone living in the area. Compared with the current system (centred on national government), residents will have much easier access to their representatives, and local executives will have much greater flexibility to react to emerging problems and opportunities.

In a nutshell, this proposal is a form of radical devolution that will shift most of the taxation (and a significant amount of regulation) from the national to the local level, so that instead of 95 per cent of all taxes collected going straight to central government, most will be collected locally.

Broadly, the best example to follow is Switzerland, where a typical resident pays about 40 per cent of their taxes to their ‘commune’ (the town/parish equivalent), about 40 per cent to their canton (the county equivalent) and only about 20 per cent to the federal government in Bern (most of it through VAT and excise taxes). The top marginal personal income tax rate in most localities is in the mid 20 per cent range (compared with 45 per cent in the UK). Despite being poor in natural resources, Switzerland is one of the most prosperous countries in the world, and its high degree of localism may partly explain this.

This policy solution is termed ‘Localism 2.0’ to differentiate it from the ‘Localism Act of 2011’, which, while a step
in the right direction, stopped far short of what is needed. The more comprehensive definition of Localism 2.0 is that decisions should be made as closely as possible to the people they affect. Therefore only the functions that can (arguably) be performed most effectively at national level (foreign policy, defence, border control, etc.) should remain with central government, while the rest of the fiscal and regulatory powers should be shifted from Westminster to local councils (county and below).

**Increasing the number of houses built and the proportion of property owners**

Localism 2.0 will lead to a substantial increase in the rate of housebuilding by directly addressing the main obstacles listed at the beginning of this paper. Local opposition to new housing projects will be dramatically reduced because, under Localism 2.0, councils will have the fiscal tools and resources both to properly compensate current residents for the cost and inconvenience caused by the new houses built next to them, and to properly upgrade local infrastructure to cope with increased demand due to increased population.

As for local public discussions on the aesthetic design and layout of the new developments, under Localism 2.0 these will become even more common than they are now, thus reducing Nimby opposition even further. And as far as local authorities have difficulty in obtaining funds needed due to housebuilding, this problem will be largely eliminated because councils will have much greater access to
financial resources (both via increased taxation powers and ability to borrow from investors).

As for the lack of competition in the building industry, newly empowered local councils will have vast powers to encourage self-builders and smaller builders, thus breaking up the current unhealthy monopoly of a few large building companies. The resulting competition would help to reverse the house price trend, making the practice of ‘land banking’ less profitable for the big firms.

Unaffordable house prices are caused by a housing shortage. Once this has been addressed, the market’s supply and demand mechanism will inevitably cause house prices to decline to more affordable levels, which will cause an increase in the number and proportion of property owners in the UK.

**Why reform would be possible**

The reason Localism 2.0 would be so compelling to so many people is because once the systemic root causes of the major problems have been explained, then the solution becomes more or less self-evident.

Localism 2.0 also has a strong appeal to emotion. It addresses the widening dichotomy between the degree of choice and control people experience in their commercial lives (where we can satisfy desires instantly, or nearly so, through the likes of Amazon, Uber, Netflix, etc.), and the lack of control over unresolved and serious problems that the state has perpetually been in charge of fixing – housing being a prime example. Given that most laws in this
country are ‘one size fits all’ and imposed nationally, this means most people are powerless to change them, even when they think they make no sense.

People have been growing unhappy with this situation and have expressed their displeasure by voting for anti-establishment candidates and ideas. Even though this dichotomy is stronger than ever, it is by no means new: it was genuine empowerment that was the secret of the ‘Right to Buy’ policy of the 1980s. As Michael Heseltine noted then, this ‘reversed the trend of ever-increasing dominance of the state over the life of the individual’ and consequently ‘no single piece of legislation had enabled the transfer of so much capital wealth from the state to the people’.¹ To rephrase Michael Heseltine’s quote, Localism 2.0 will reverse the trend of ever-increasing dominance of the state over the life of the individual, and no single piece of legislation will enable the transfer of so much power from the state to the people. Localism 2.0 constitutes a genuine embodiment of empowerment.

A SUPPLY-SIDE ANSWER TO THE HOUSING CRISIS: FALSE IMPRESSIONS AND TRUE SOLUTIONS

Calvin Chan

Summary

This essay begins by challenging the general perception that the housing crisis is essentially caused by an increase in demand which the market has no way of meeting. It presents arguments as to why this is a false impression, setting the stage for the argument for a supply-side solution. Before presenting that case, it goes through a number of tried-and-failed remedies, many of which focus too directly on dealing with affordability. This is a mistake, since it treats the symptoms without curing the disease, which in this case is the undersupply of land. The essay concludes by recommending some adjustments to the institutional arrangements which have distorted the housing market, and offers some suggestions as to how to pacify Nimby sentiments, such that efforts to expand the stock of housing can be pursued in a way that is politically viable in the long run.
Introduction

This essay was written in the conviction that the shortage of supply is the primary cause of the housing crisis and that the most straightforward solution consists in expanding the stock of housing available.

Polls reveal that most of the British public reject this analysis. According to one survey in 2016, more than half believe immigration to be the main contributor to the crisis, apparently driving up demand to a point that supply cannot match (Tigar 2016). Given this indifference to shortage of supply as a diagnosis of the problem, many tend also to be sceptical of supply-side solutions, preferring instead to stem demand as a method of tackling the issue.

A broadly supply-oriented solution must overcome the widely held views summarised above. The challenge is, in a way, twofold: for the public to take on this kind of solution to the crisis, they must first be ‘on board’ with a particular understanding of its causes. This essay therefore begins with some arguments as to why the general perception is not in fact accurate, and that the problem of housing is indeed a problem of supply. It then identifies some areas of policy that can realistically be adjusted in order to build up the stock of housing available. This, however, is tricky, and steps must be taken to mitigate the concerns that provoke opposition to building. The remainder of the essay argues for a series of changes in the regulatory regime that would alleviate the shortage. The aim is to increase the supply of low-density housing on green belt land, while
restructuring fiscal incentives to encourage more extensive approvals of residential development.

The causes of the current crisis

To begin with, it should be recognised that the current scarcity is largely artificial. It is of course true that the supply of land is finite: but the reason there is no shortage of fish or wood is not because they are somehow inexhaustible, but down to the policies adopted, which determine the extent of their availability.

It is revealing to compare, for example, the number of houses built barely a generation ago, to the figures today. Fifty years ago, 352,540 new-build dwellings were completed in England (MHCLG n.d.). By contrast, the same figure for 2017 was 163,200, less than half what was managed in 1968 (ibid.). Why the dramatic drop?

One explanation is that the country has simply run out of space, and that the dearth of supply is due to physical limits. This is not supported by any hard data, while there is in fact a good deal of evidence that the complex regulatory regime is the real villain. One authoritative study, which supports this claim, isolates the impact of regulatory barriers on the supply of housing, independent of natural obstacles (i.e. scarcity of land and topographical constraints). It finds that, while these latter constraints had been decisive elsewhere (e.g. Massachusetts), their effects had been limited in the English context (Hilber and Vermeulen 2016).

These findings are not novel, and they are well-known to those familiar with the housing debate. Nevertheless, for
supply-side solutions to have political purchase, the public must first be brought around to the correct diagnosis of what caused the crisis in the first place. Unlike most political issues, there is no shortage of political will, on both the left and right, to meet the challenge posed by housing. However, the debate appears to be stuck, in part because there is a good deal of misunderstanding of the problem and its causes.

The wrong kind of solution

Once it is recognised that a dearth of supply is the cause of the crisis, the obvious next step is to get to work on expanding the supply available. Here, it is important to identify the right remedy, and set aside strategies that either have not worked or will not work.

Help to Buy is one example of a largely wrong-headed approach, which seeks to assist buyers directly by, essentially, giving them money. This kind of scheme has been implemented in a number of places. Take Singapore, for example, which dealt with down-payment difficulties using an inventive arrangement whereby first-time buyers were allowed to dip into their pension.\(^1\) The London Borough of Newham has been keen to set up a comparable scheme.\(^2\) The trouble

---

1 'Workers were allowed to use their accumulated CPF [Central Provident Fund] savings to pay the percent down payment and service the housing loan for the balance by monthly instalments over years' (Lee 2000: 96).

2 'In the London Borough of Newham discussions are under way with the Mill Group about the prospect of using the local authority’s pension fund to invest in the Investors in Housing fund, co-investing with people looking to buy their first home, enabling them to move from the rented sector,
with these initiatives is that, unless the current rationing of land is overturned, demand will continue to outstrip supply. Directly increasing funds available to buyers merely signals to sellers that people can now pay more, which exacerbates the problem by inflating prices further.

Similar criticisms apply to efforts to reduce the cost of construction. Off-site manufacturing, for instance, has been touted as an alternative to traditional (and expensive) building methods. It is meant to relieve shortages by reducing production costs\(^3\) (other ideas include the use of 3D printed houses, and the first such project is already under way in the Netherlands (Heathman 2018)). But such proposals cannot be expected to make much difference unless they are coupled with a vast increase in the supply of land. Demand would continue to exceed what the market can provide, with the predictable result that the limited output will go to the highest bidders.

**The right kind of solution**

The focus, therefore, should be on the supply of land. This is the key to increasing the number of houses available, and by extension the number of property owners in the UK. In what follows, a two-pronged approach is set out, concentrating on areas where there is the most room for realistic adjustments.

---

3 The Science and Technology Select Committee has recommended this method as a potential solution (House of Lords 2018).
Perhaps the most promising way of increasing the supply of land is to abolish the current incentive structure, which discourages government agencies from granting the necessary permissions for housing in any given area. Take Stamp Duty. Right now, the heavily centralised tax system means that Local Planning Authorities do not stand to benefit from approving residential projects, since they do not get to keep the money generated. In a report titled ‘Building More Homes’, the House of Lords Select Committee on Economic Affairs admits that ‘there is currently no immediate financial benefit to the local authority from the planning process. The “windfall” created by the grant of planning permission is retained by the landowner’ (House of Lords 2016). In addition, local authorities may be left to address the downsides of development, such as increased congestion on transport networks and additional strains on the local school system. These problems can also be expected to anger residents.

This situation is clearly not conducive to more extensive building and reinforces the undersupply of land. Devolution of development-related taxes will go some way towards correcting this distorted incentive structure, where it pays to refuse permission to build. The revenue that comes with development should be retained by the relevant locality, such that permitting development becomes a means for local authorities to expand their tax base, and so they are at least financially compensated (Niemietz 2015).

It is also vital to look for ways of softening any backlash, and this section ends with some thoughts on how to avoid the kind of dogged opposition to new development seen
in recent years. One issue worth examining is the type of housing that should be built in the efforts to increase supply. Objections often focus on the way housebuilding projects negatively affect the visual character of a given locale. The very name of the Campaign to Protect Rural England reveals the deep affection many have for the countryside and illustrates the nature of their concern about large-scale residential development.

One way of reducing this kind of opposition is to opt for building the sort of homes that are least likely to damage local scenery. This may mean low-density homes of a kind that fit in with the existing stock of housing in an area, as opposed to the high-rise apartment blocks that governments often seem to prefer. While high-density blocks of flats may provide more ‘bang for the buck’, this kind of approach may undermine the political support needed for a lasting solution to the housing crisis.

There are, moreover, major downsides from high-density housing. According to a Create Streets report, new homes across Europe are on average 6 per cent larger than existing homes. In France, Denmark and Germany, those figures are 20, 19 and 16 per cent respectively (Smith and Toms 2018). By contrast, the UK is somewhat unique by European standards in that new homes tend to be smaller than existing ones, which goes some way towards explaining the initially puzzling preference the British people have for older homes. Finally, the overwhelming preference of the public is to own homes with gardens rather than flats in high-rise apartment blocks, so it may not be wise to address the housing crisis by
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building a large number of homes in which people do not want to live (Smith and Toms 2018: 14–15).

**Conclusion**

This essay has presented the case for a supply-side solution to the housing crisis. It has shown that the shortage of supply is the primary cause of the crisis and that the most straightforward solution consists of expanding the stock of housing available. The evidence for the former is compelling and the academic literature on the topic supports this claim. Institutional arrangements should be reformed so that regulatory bodies can more reliably supply an amount of land that meets demand. Moreover, the concerns of those opposed to development should be addressed. The proposals outlined would hopefully overcome the political stalemate that has thus far prevented a resolution of Britain’s most urgent crisis.
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A NOTE ON THE LONGLIST

We have selected seven of the longlisted essays which are especially worthy of mention.

In her essay ‘Axe the property tax: how to end Whitehall’s reign on the housing market and restore homeowner sovereignty’, Sharni Cutajar discusses the role of property taxes in decreasing household liquidity and homeowner mobility, in particular the Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) imposed on the sale and acquisition of property, and the Capital Gains Tax (CGT) imposed on assets such as investment property. These both create inefficient allocations and dramatic welfare losses on society, limiting productivity and dynamism in cities where the cost of living becomes too high. ‘Prosperity and progress’ by Jacob Waldock addresses the existing property taxes of Council Tax and Business Rates in an essay exploring the role of more efficient land use in rejuvenating the housing market, while in ‘Market Liberation Act’ Rohan Chaturvedi proposes both deregulation and tax cuts as means of increasing the supply of new housing.

Jamie Parker’s ‘Incentivising the housing market’ finds that if a larger proportion of the benefits of housebuilding were transferred to local authorities through fiscal devolution, then new developments would be more welcome. The great macroeconomic reformers in the 1980s understood
how aligning structural incentives can have powerful dynamic effects that drive the whole economy. ‘Planning devolution’ by Usama Safeer reminds us that we should target market-distorting regulations and provide an alternative to our dysfunctional planning system. Devolving the planning system will also mean competition between subnational levels of government, creating a ‘market’ in policy. But this needs the support of a decentralised fiscal system, rewarding development with fiscal benefits such as better public services, lower tax rates, or both. Bethany Bloomer’s ‘Tax land, not houses’ also looks at this question.

Finally, in ‘Your property – liberalising land and giving people the power to free themselves by building a market for planning rights’, Angus Groom analyses the capacity of ‘decentralised bargaining’ to bring together developers and local communities, demonstrating that so-called Nimbys do not generally object to new housing per se, but do not want new houses without proper infrastructure, for example. Bargaining could better allow developers to provide the local community with the things they value.
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RAISING THE ROOF
How to Solve the United Kingdom’s Housing Crisis

A collection of the 2018 RICHARD KOCH BREAKTHROUGH PRIZE Essays

RAISING THE ROOF addresses one of the key issues of our era – the UK’s housing crisis.

Housing costs in the United Kingdom are among the highest on the planet, with London virtually the most expensive major city in the world for renting or buying a home.

At the core of this is one of the most centralised planning systems in the democratic world – a system that plainly doesn’t work. A system that has resulted in too few houses, which are too small, which people do not like and which are in the wrong places, a system that stifles movement and breeds Nimbyism.

The IEA’s 2018 RICHARD KOCH BREAKTHROUGH PRIZE, with a first prize of £50,000, sought free-market solutions to this complex and divisive problem.

Here, BREAKTHROUGH PRIZE judge JACOB REES-MOGG and IEA Senior Research Analyst RADOMIR TYLECOTE critique a complex system of planning and taxation that has signally failed to provide homes, preserve an attractive environment and enhance our cities.

They then draw from the winning entries to the BREAKTHROUGH PRIZE, and previous IEA research, to put forward a series of radical and innovative measures – from releasing vast swathees of government-owned land to relaxing the suffocating grip of the green belt.

Together with cutting and devolving tax, and reforms to allow cities to both densify and beautify, this would create many more homes and help restore property-owning democracy in the UK.

With contributions from
STEPHEN ASHMEAD • CALVIN CHAN
BEN CLEMENTS • LUKE MCWATTERS
DANIEL PYCOCK • JACOB REES-MOGG
THOMAS SCHAFFNER • CHARLES SHAW
RADOMIR TYLECOTE • GINTAS VILKELIS
WILLIAM WATTS